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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
The economy of India has grown significantly during the past decade and India’s capital markets 

have expanded as well. The market capitalization of India’s securities markets is now the 9th largest 

in the world and is 69.80% of India’s GDP. India’s IPO market in 2016-2017 was strong. In FY2017 

(April 2016 – March 2017), 25 companies raised INR28,220 crore (282,200,000,000) Rupees through 

initial public offerings. This amount was the third highest total in the past twelve years. This total 

amount raised was nearly double the total amount raised by IPOs in the previous five years combined, 

FY2012 – FY2016. Collective investment schemes (mutual funds) are small but growing rapidly. As 

of December 2016, there are 45 registered asset management companies in India, with INR17,89,047 

Crore (INR 17.89 trillion) in assets under management (31 March 2017).  This represents approximately 

10% of India’s GDP. India’s corporate bond market is also growing. In a 2011 survey of 36 emerging 

market countries, India had the third largest corporate bond market, trailing only Brazil and Korea. 

Since that study, India’s corporate bond market has continued to grow significantly. By streamlining 

and modernizing its regulatory structure, SEBI has contributed to the growth and development of 

India’s capital markets. 

 

SEBI has made significant changes to its regulatory programs that directly address many 

findings and recommendations contained in the detailed IOSCO assessment published in 20131. 

SEBI has increased its staff and expanded its regulatory programs significantly since the last FSAP 

IOSCO assessment. Amendments to the SEBI Act have provided it with additional investigative 

powers, created a special court to hear criminal cases filed by SEBI, and clarified its authority to 

regulate any pooled investment scheme exceeding INR 100 crore (INR 1 billion). SEBI has used its 

larger staff to greatly expand its on-site inspection program and developed a risk-based matrix. For 

sectors, such as mutual funds, it has created an inspection program using independent chartered 

accountants. 

 

SEBI has developed, adopted and implemented regulatory policy in virtually every area of 

responsibility. Regulations have codified exchange listing agreements for companies. Other 

regulations have streamlined the listing process and simplified certain company securities offerings, 

including a simplified offering prospectus for retail investors, and revised requirements for issuance of 

corporate debt in both public and private placements. Comprehensive mutual fund regulations have 

expanded the information provided to investors, such as monthly disclosure of mutual fund portfolios. 

Other prudential regulations have attempted to reduce the possibility of systemic market disruptions by 

imposing concentration limits on mutual funds, and mandating monthly stress tests by Liquid Scheme 

and money market mutual funds. Investors have directly benefited from SEBI regulations concerning 

maximum mutual fund fees and expenses. 

 

SEBI has adopted registration, licensing and operational regulations for investment advisors, 

portfolio managers, alternative investment funds and securities analysts. Each set of regulations 

and licensing requirements have been tailored to fit the business activities and business model of the 

type of professional conduct. AMFI has created a largely industry based licensing and regulatory model 

for distributors of mutual funds. SEBI mutual funds regulations require mutual fund distributors to 

obtain an ARN number from AMFI, along-with a certification from the National Institute of Securities 

Markets (NISM). 

 

                                                 
1 The IOSCO Assessment was conducted in 2011. The full FSAP Report was published in 2013. References in this 

Technical Note to the 2011 IOSCO Assessment and to the 2013 FSAP Report refer to the same assessment.  
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SEBI has overseen significant changes to the structure of its securities exchanges. The two major 

national securities exchanges, the BSE and NSE, have successfully demutualized. The BSE has become 

a listed company and, it is anticipated that the NSE will become a public listed company within the 

next year. During the past five years, SEBI has almost completed derecognition of the remaining 

regional exchanges, and the approximately 3000 companies listed on the 21 exchanges. It transferred 

to a special “Dissemination Platform” approximately 300 companies that met the new listing standards. 

The remaining companies are in the process of delisting. 

 

SEBI can build upon the progress it has made by further strengthening certain core regulatory 

programs.  SEBI and the RSE have improved their enforcement of compliance by listed companies 

with RSE listing requirements, in particular timely public disclosure of notices pertaining to material 

events, a problem identified in the 2011 FSAP. However, the programs for ongoing review of listed 

company annual and periodic reports to enforce compliance should be strengthened. SEBI should 

develop a system for selective review of listed company annual and periodic reports based upon a risk-

based selection methodology.  The transfer of legal authority over public listed company reporting from 

the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) to SEBI would greatly facilitate accomplishment of this 

recommendation. 

 

Opportunities exist for continued progress in SEBI regulation of India’s secondary markets. 

While SEBI and the RSE have upgraded significantly their own market surveillance programs and 

promptly share data, there is no capability for SEBI to conduct real-time market surveillance across all 

markets, when periods of market stress and volatility warrant comprehensive real-time surveillance. 

SEBI is encouraged to develop the technical capacity to conduct real-time surveillance of stock markets 

on an “as needed” basis when market volatility or global events make this necessary.  SEBI also must 

complete its integration of regulatory duties assumed through its merger with the Forward Markets 

Commission (FMC). While SEBI has responsibility for regulation of commodity derivatives market, 

Ministries of Central Government and State Governments regulate commodity spot markets.  In 

conjunction with its multi-year plan to harmonize regulation of commodity derivatives markets and 

national and regional commodity derivatives exchanges with securities markets, SEBI should examine 

the existing market structure and regulatory structure for India’s national and regional commodities 

markets and for the regional commodities spot markets. Particular attention should be focused on 

strengthening the underlying commodity spot markets so as to support the efficient functioning of the 

commodity derivatives markets. The Government of India (GoI) in its budget for financial year 2017-

18 proposed “an expert committee will be constituted to study and promote creation of an operational 

and legal framework to integrate spot market and derivatives market for commodities trading.” SEBI 

should assess the impact of this initiative of the central government. A report with recommendations 

should be submitted to GoI. 
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
Recommendation Responsible 

entity 

Time Frame 

Organization, Resources and Operations   

Reduce uncertainty as to independence by obtaining an official 

interpretation from the central government concerning the right to a 

hearing by a whole time Board Member who is removed without official 

cause given 

Central 

Government, 

SEBI 

Short term 

Adopt a minimum period of at least thirty days between SEBI action and 

the deadline for compliance or implementation to formalize current 

practice 

SEBI Short term 

Self-Regulatory Organizations   

AMFI, a subsidiary of AMFI, or a new and independent entity should be 

designated a limited purpose self-regulatory organization concerning 

mutual fund distributors 

SEBI Medium term 

Enforcement   

Adopt a regulation, pursuant to existing authority, identifying facts and 

circumstances when the appropriate exchange may decide to suspend 

trading in individual stocks, if appropriate for the stability of the market 

or the protection of investors. 

SEBI, BSE, NSE Medium term 

Issuers, Accounting and Auditing   

SEBI should develop a system for selective review of listed company 

annual and periodic reports, based upon a risk-based selection 

methodology. 

SEBI, BSE, 

NASE 

Medium 

Legal authority over public listed company disclosure reporting should 

be transferred to SEBI from the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA). 

Parliament, 

Central 

Government 

Long-term 

Develop an oversight body for auditors that meets IOSCO standards of 

independence. 

MCA, ICAI Medium term 

The National Financial Reporting Authority (NFRA), authorized in 2013 

legislation, should be established and empanelled.  

MCA  Short-term 

Market Intermediaries   

Strengthen the timeliness of periodic capital reporting requirement and 

adoption of a special early warning reporting requirement. 

SEBI Medium term 

Formulate an internal contingency action plan in the event that a 

registered intermediary fails  

SEBI Medium term 

Collective investment Schemes and Hedge Funds   

SEBI should periodically examine its comprehensive prudential and 

investor protection rules for mutual funds and its application of these 

rules to assess whether it is appropriate to provide greater flexibility to 

mutual fund groups on business decisions concerning consolidation or 

creation of specific mutual fund schemes, to increase investors’ choices. 

SEBI Medium term 

Study the development of AIF under its regulations and assess whether 

fewer prudential regulations would encourage growth in the amount of 

funds for economic development, while continuing to fulfill SEBI’s 

regulatory responsibilities 

SEBI Medium term 

Market Oversight   

Examine the existing market structure and regulatory structure for India’s 

national and regional commodities derivatives exchanges and spot 

agricultural commodities markets 

GoI, SEBI Medium term 

Develop real-time comprehensive market surveillance capability on a 

stand-by basis, for use when disruptive and volatile trading creates a 

possibility of systemic risk. 

SEBI Medium term 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
1. This Technical Note examines India’s securities market and the regulatory system 

overseeing the securities market and market participants. It is based upon a mission to Mumbai, 

India from March 14 – 31, 2017, conducted as one component of a joint IMF-World Bank Financial 

Sector Assessment Program (FSAP). This Note updates a detailed IOSCO assessment (“2013 

assessment”) that was conducted from June 15 to July 1, 2011 as part of an FSAP and published in 

August 2013. It examines the changes that have occurred in India’s securities markets since the last 

assessment and the changes that have occurred in the regulation of this market.  

 

2. Particular attention has been focused on regulatory aspects of the IOSCO principles that 

were assessed as partially implemented in the 2013 Report, the nine IOSCO principles that were 

not rated in the 2013, and the principles that pertain to the significant changes and growth in 

India’s securities markets. It is based on the IOSCO Principles and Objectives of Securities 

Regulation, updated in 2010, and the IOSCO Methodology adopted in 2003 and updated in 2008 and 

2011. Because this is an update rather than a detailed assessment, the individual IOSCO principles have 

not been rated. 

 

3. Input for this report came from detailed responses prepared by the Securities Exchange 

Board of India (SEBI) to an FSAP questionnaire. Additional sources of information include 

descriptive material prepared by SEBI; SEBI Annual Reports from 2013-2014, 2014-2015, and 2015-

2016; extensive meetings with SEBI staff in every pertinent department and office; and a series of 

informal, off-the-record meetings with a broad range of securities market representatives, including 

corporate securities issuers, stockbrokers, merchant bankers/investment bankers, mutual fund 

managers, stock exchanges, external auditors, credit rating agencies and private fund managers. Public 

and industry research reports, newspaper articles and academic research that pertained to India’s capital 

markets were also used as input. 

 

4. The assessor2 thanks the SEBI staff for their outstanding cooperation and candid insights 

and observations. The market participants who voluntarily attended mission meetings, and voluntarily 

provided a wealth of analytic reports and statistics were critical to understanding the extremely complex 

India securities markets.  

 

II. OVERVIEW 

 

A. Regulatory Structure 

 
5. SEBI is the principal capital markets regulator in India. The Securities and Exchange 

Board of India Act of 1992 (SEBI Act) created SEBI and authorized it to protect the interests of 

investors, to regulate and to promote the development of the securities market. In addition to the SEBI 

Act, the Companies Act of 1956, amended by the Companies Act of 2013, the Securities Contracts 

(Regulation) Act of 1956, and the Depositories Act of 1996 are other relevant laws. SEBI regulates the 

public offering of equity, debt and asset backed securities, as well as collective investment schemes 

(CIS) and the trading of securities and derivatives in recognized stock exchanges (RSEs). SEBI is the 

principal regulator of all intermediaries in the securities market as well as infrastructures providers, 

including exchanges, central clearing counterparties and central securities depositories. In 2015, the 

Forward Markets Commission (FMC) merged with SEBI and SEBI assumed all responsibilities of 

                                                 
2 This technical note was prepared by Jonathan Katz, a consultant to the World Bank. 
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FMC for regulation of India’s national and regional commodity derivatives exchanges.  With regard to 

commodities, SEBI has been vested with responsibility for regulation of commodity derivatives market 

only. Commodity spot markets are regulated by Ministries of Central Government and State 

Governments. 

 

6. The Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) and the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) have 

certain regulatory responsibilities pertinent to capital markets. The Registrar of Companies (ROC), 

within MCA registers all companies. Under the Companies Act, all registered companies (including 

listed companies) must submit their annual reports including financial statements to ROC. Historically, 

ROC has focused its resources on non-listed companies, deferring to the stock exchanges and SEBI to 

oversee periodic reports from listed companies. The RBI has regulatory responsibility over contracts 

on government securities, gold related securities, money market securities and securities derived from 

those securities (including currency derivatives) and repo contracts in debt securities. SEBI regulates 

exchange trading in these securities and collective investment schemes that invest in these assets.  

 

7. Three nationwide recognized stock exchanges (RSE), the Bombay Stock Exchange Ltd. 

(BSE), the National Stock Exchange of India Ltd. (NSE) and Metropolitan Stock Exchange of 

India Ltd. (MSEI), are recognized by SEBI. The BSE and NSE dominate secondary trading. They 

perform a range of regulatory functions. They each have authority to carry out market surveillance 

functions. They admit member stockbrokers (followed by SEBI registration). They supervise firm 

compliance with capital requirements and other requirements, through off-site and on-site inspections 

programs. Public companies must list on a stock exchange and comply with a listing agreement that 

covers, inter alia, periodic disclosure reporting requirements. The BSE and NSE have demutualized. 

The BSE has become a listed company (NSE listing). It is anticipated that the NSE will list (BSE listing) 

in 2017-2018.  

 

8. The RSEs play a key role in regulation. In India stock exchanges are granted recognition and 

regulated by SEBI, but they are not designated as self-regulatory organizations. The SEBI (Self 

Regulatory Organizations) Regulations, 2004 excludes exchanges from the definition of SRO. 

 

9. In India, RSEs are the listing authorities, and thus are in charge of monitoring issuers’ 

compliance with disclosure obligations. Under the listing agreement, they also operate as the primary 

regulator and supervisor for listed companies. Finally, they are in charge of real time surveillance of 

the markets that they operate. In practice, such functions have mainly rested in the nationwide RSEs, 

BSE and NSE. SEBI has established several mechanisms to ensure robust oversight of the RSEs in the 

discharge of their self-regulatory functions. Such mechanisms include periodic reporting, as well as 

regular meetings on market developments, and annual on-site inspections. SEBI conducts periodic 

market surveillance meetings with all the national level stock exchanges (both equity and commodity 

derivatives).  

 

B. Capital Markets 

 
10. India’s economy continues to grow at rates higher than other emerging market countries, 

including other BRIC countries. Because of its high projected growth for many years into the future, 

by 2030 it may become the 3rd largest economy in the world.3 

 
  

                                                 
3 India Economy and Equities, Presentation by Motilal Oswal Ltd., March 2017. 
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Figure 1: Real GDP Growth Estimates 

 

Equities Markets 

 
11. Equity markets in India have achieved an important size relative to GDP. As of March 31, 

2016 (fiscal year end), there were 7799 listed companies. Historically the large majority of companies 

list on the BSE (5911) compared to the NSE (1808) while the bulk of trading activity occurs on the 

NSE (INR42,36,983 crore = INR423,698,300) rather than the BSE (7,40,089 crore = 74,008,900). The 

MSEI is a very minor player (80 listings and trading value 206 crore).4 Total market capitalization is 

US$1,669.50 billion, 69.80% of India’s GDP. 5   India is now the 9th largest country by market 

capitalization. However, as in many other markets, market capitalization is still concentrated. 

 

12. In FY2017 (April 2016 – March 2017), the Indian stock markets exhibited strong growth.  

The BSE Sensex index of thirty large cap stocks gained nearly 17% in FY2017 and the NSE Nifty 

index of fifty large cap stocks gained nearly 20%.6 The total market cap of the BSE increased 27% 

during the year, after a 6.6% decline in the previous year. A significant portion of the increase in market 

cap came from valuation expansion of listed companies, rather than increasing profitability. “Of the 90 

stocks in BSE 200 index that surged 20 per cent or more in this period, 26 had RoE below 10 per cent 

in FY16, with six having negative RoE”7. The P/E ratios for the Sensex and Nifty indices were 20.54 

and 23.78, as of March 16, 20178. 

 

13. India’s IPO market in 2016-2017 was strong. In FY2017 (April 2016 – March 2017), 25 

companies raised INR28,220 crore (INR282,200,000,000) through initial public offerings. This amount 

                                                 
4 Source 2015- 2016 SEBI Annual report. Statistics in India use the terms crore and lakh. One crore equals 10,000,000. It is 

presented as the first number before the comma. One lakh equals 100,000. It is presented as the second number after the first 

comma. The third figure, after the second comma represent the amount below 100,000. All statistics in crores and lakhs in the 

remainder of this Technical Note have been converted using this formula. For example, Rs. 42,36,983 crore equals 

420,000,000 + 3,600,000 + 98,300 = 423,698,300. 
5 Market Capitalization as on September 30th, 2016 on BSE. Source: SEBI Bulletin. 
6Indian Economy - Development and Growth of Indian Capital Market, Presentation by ANMI. March 23, 2017. 
7Firms slog on profitability even as stocks catch breeze, Sheetal Agarwal, Business Standard of India, 31 March 2017, page 

1. RoE refers to return on equity. 
8 ANMI Presentation. Note 2. 
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was the third highest total in the past twelve years9 and nearly double the total amount raised by IPOs 

in the previous five years combined, FY2012 – FY2016. In 2015 – 2016, 24 initial public offerings 

(IPO) raised INR14,500 crore (INR145,000,000,000)10. This was a significant increase from 2014-2015 

when 8 IPOs raised INR2,770 crore (INR27,700,000,000)11. In 2015-2016, there were also 20 Qualified 

Institutional Placements, a decline from 2014-2015 when 44 placements raised a total of INR28,429 

crore (INR284,290,000,000).12 An additional 50 IPO’s on the SME Platform (small and medium sized 

entities) raised INR310.6 crore (INR3,106,000,000)13. This was a sizeable increase from 2014-2015, 

when there were 38 IPOs raising INR249.74 crore (INR2,497,400,000) and an additional three rights 

offerings raising INR32.57 crore (INR325,700,000)14. 

 

14. Issuing companies used less than one-third (29.9%) of the total funds raised through IPOs 

in FY2017 for capital expenditures15. The bulk of these IPOs represented sales of shares held by 

original investors, including promoters and private investors, such as FDI and VC investors.  

 
Table 1: IPOs no longer preferred for fresh capital raising (Figures in crore Rs) 

 Fresh Issue Offer for Sale Total % of fresh issue 

FY06 9,130 1,668 10,798 84.6 

FY07 22,745 961 23,706 95.9 

FY08 38,635 2,689 41,323 93.5 

FY09 1,985 49 2,034 97.6 

FY10 21,832 3,116 24,948 87.5 

FY11 13,241 19,857 33,098 40.0 

FY12 4,999 887 5,886 84.9 

FY13 4,700 1,589 6,289 74.7 

FY14 0 919 919 0.0 

FY15 1,646 1,124 2,770 59.4 

FY16 6,805 7,695 14,500 46.9 

FY17 8,450 19,770 28,220 29.9 

Source: Prime Database 

 
15. None of the FY2017 IPOs came from a company in the metals, infrastructure, realty and 

power (energy) sectors16. This is consistent with a general perception in India’s financial sector that 

overcapacity is a common problem throughout India’s economy.  

 

16. The IPO market in the next twelve months may include a number of large cap. high 

profile companies. The NSE IPO filed with SEBI in December 2016 is expected to close during 2017. 

It could raise up to US$1 billion and be the largest IPO in India since the 2010 IPO by Coal India17. 

Following the highly successful IPO by ICICI Prudential Life Insurance Company in 2016, three more 

major life insurers may undertake IPOs in 2017.  

 

17. In 2015 SEBI approved the creation of an Institutional Trading Platform (ITP). The ITP 

is intended to enable companies, including start-ups, to sell stock to (a) institutional investors (i.e. 

                                                 
9IPOs fly high, but little fresh equity, Pavan Burugula, Business Standard of India, 31 March 2017, page 2. 
10 23rd Annual Report, Association of Investment Bankers of India, page 15. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid. page 16. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Ibid. 
17Financial Services India, 1st Quarter 2017, Economist intelligence Unit, page 15. 
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QIBs), and other specified categories of investors (e.g.. family trusts, systemically important NBFCs 

registered with RBI, and SEBI registered intermediaries with a net worth of more than INR 500 crore, 

INR5,000,000,000), and non-institutional investors. The minimum offer size for listing is INR10 lakh 

(INR1,000,000), which is also the minimum trading lot size.  

 

18. The SME platform lists small and medium sized companies with paid-up capital of INR25 

crore or less (INR250,000,000). In 2015 – 2016, 50 companies were listed, raising a total of 379 crore 

(INR3,790,000,000). This is in addition to the 39 companies that listed in 2014-2015 and raised INR278 

crore (INR2,780,000,000). In FY 2016-17, 79 Companies were listed on the SME platform, raising a 

total of INR1,105 crores (INR11,050,000,000). As of March 31, 2017, 225 companies were listed on 

the SME platform of NSE and BSE. While trading on the SME platform is limited, the availability of 

a share price for these companies has facilitated the ability of the company and its promoters to borrow 

from banks, with retained shares used as pledged collateral. Without an available market price for the 

shares, bank secured borrowing would not be possible. 

Derivatives and Commodities Markets 

 
19. India has six national commodity derivatives exchanges and three regional commodity 

derivatives exchanges. One of the six national commodity derivatives exchange, the MCX, dominates 

trading. In 2015-2016, it had total annual turnover of INR 56,34,194 crore (INR563,419,400). In FY 

2016-17 it had total annual turnover of INR 58,65,661 crore (INR586,566,100).  

 

20. Financial derivatives trading contributes 93% of total trading value on the NSE and 

BSE.18 Equities derivatives are the largest and most actively traded segment. In 2015-2016, NSE, which 

controls over 93% of total volume accounted for nearly 50% of total global volume in stock index 

options19. In 2016-2017 the turnover in derivatives trading on the NSE was more than INR891 crore 

trillion (INR8,910,000,000 trillion).20  

 

21. SEBI does not, currently, regulate the underlying commodity spot/physical markets, 

which provide the spot prices for the commodities derivatives markets. Trading volatility and 

aberrant trading practices in the spot markets can contribute to disruptions and volatility in the 

derivatives market. In 2016, the Central Government of India announced that it would develop an 

electronic National Agricultural Market (eNAM). NAM will provide a unified national electronic 

platform for agricultural commodities, and is intended to enable uniform national spot prices.21 In its 

budget for financial year 2017-18 GoI proposed that “an expert committee will be constituted to study 

and promote creation of an operational and legal framework to integrate spot market and derivatives 

market for commodities trading. e-NAM would be an integral part of such framework”.   

  

                                                 
18 SEBI Annual Report, 2015-2016, page 63. 
19 Ibid. 
20 ANMI Presentation, 23 March 2017. 
21 SEBI, Annual Report 2015 – 2016, Chairman’s Statement. 
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Corporate Bond Market 

 
22. Development of a robust corporate bond market has been a priority for most EM 

countries and India is no exception to this goal. The benefits of a strong corporate bond market are 

many. It can be a stabilizing vehicle during economic stress. It reduces national dependence on bank 

lending. It provides long-term and stable investments for insurers and pension funds that need to match 

portfolio and liabilities, preventing risky mismatches. It may enable corporations to reduce funding 

costs and ensure long-term stable borrowing. Investors benefit from investment diversification. 

Secondary markets in corporate debt improve credit pricing efficiency and asset allocation, while also 

providing vehicles for improved risk-management.   

 

23. There has been a perception for many years that India is an “equities” country and not a 

“corporate debt” country. A 2013 study of Asian fixed income markets explained “A combination of 

a strong equity culture and persistently high and rising interest rates biases investors against fixed-rate 

securities”.22 It is interesting to examine available data and discover that the perception and the reality 

do not match exactly. 

 

24. The corporate bond market is growing but remains less developed than the equities 

markets. While the corporate bond market has not seen the explosive growth of equities, the growth 

has been significant. The bulk of the debt offerings are issued as private placements. In 2015-2016 there 

were 2975 private placements (INR4,58,073 crore or INR4,580,730,000,000) compared with 20 public 

offerings (INR33,811crore or INR338,110,000,000). 23  In 2016-2017 there were 3377 private 

placements (INR6,40,716 crore or INR6,407,160,000,000) compared with 16 public offerings (29,547 

crore or INR295,470,000,000).24  

 

25. The typical debt offering process in India includes a private placement followed by listing 

on one of the two major exchanges. Both private placement offerings and public placement offerings 

may be listed on an exchange and freely traded in the secondary market after completion of the offering. 

Listing is mandatory for public offerings and optional for private placements. If a private placement is 

listed, it becomes subject to SEBI regulation. The difference between a private placement/listed debt 

instrument and a public placement/listed debt instrument is primarily the number of investors, a 

maximum of 200 for a private placement. Listed bonds must adhere to a semi-annual disclosure filing 

required by SEBI listing regulations. SEBI does not conduct a review of the offer documents for either 

public or private placements. While bond offerings are listed on an exchange, trading typically occurs 

OTC, with trades reported to an exchange. 

 

26. Two other factors have contributed to corporate bond growth. Banks often lend to 

companies by buying their privately placed debt rather than offering simple loans. Also, 

companies with lower credit ratings may be able to issue debt with the assistance of a partial credit 

guarantee from a multi-lateral organization.25  

 

27. In a 2011 IOSCO Survey of 36 emerging market countries, India had the third largest 

corporate bond market, trailing only Brazil and Korea.  

 
  

                                                 
22 ASIFMA 2013, p. 1 
23 SEBI, Annual Report 2015-2016, page 16. 
24 2016-2017 data provided by SEBI. 
25 Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) Report on India Financial Services, First Quarter 2017, page 16. 
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Figure 2: Size of Emerging Bond Markets - 2010 

 
 

28. Since that study, India’s corporate bond market has continued to grow significantly. 

 
Table 2: Growth in Issuance of Corporate Bonds – Public and Private Placements 

Year No. of 

Public 

Issues 

Amount Raised 

through Public 

Issue (In Rs. 

Crore) 

No. of 

Private 

Placement 

Amount Raised 

through Private 

Placement (in Rs. 

Crore) 

Total Amount Raised 

through Public Issue 

and Private Placement 

(in Rs. Crore) 

2007-08 0 0 744 118,485 118,485 

2008-09 1 1,500 1041 173,281 174,781 
2009-10 3 2,500 1278 212,635 215,135 
2010-11 10 9,451 1404 218,785 228,236 
2011-12 20 35,611 1953 261,283 296,894 
2012-13 20 16,982 2489 361,462 378,444 
2013-14 35 42,383 1924 276,054 318,437 
2014-15 24 9,422 2611 404,136 413,558 
2015-16 21 34,112 2975 458,073 492,185 

Source:  SEBI Annual Report 2014-2015 page 76 and SEBI Annual Report 2015-2016, page 47. 

 
29. India’s 12th five-Year Plan (2012-2017) projects that US$1 trillion is needed to fund 

national infrastructure growth, including highways, ports and airports26. To facilitate investment 

in infrastructure, by both domestic and foreign investors, SEBI in 2014 adopted a regulation on real 

estate investment trusts (REIT) and infrastructure investment trusts (InvIT). Both investment vehicles 

are designed to free up long-term investment capital by creating products that securitize the cash flow 

from completed construction/development projects.  

 

                                                 
26 ANMI Presentation. 
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30. REITs will be permitted to own commercial real estate projects, such as office buildings, 

and transmit a minimum 90% of net cash flow, from rents, to the REIT investors. In India, there 

is at present 537 million square feet of office inventory valued at more than US$70 billion 27 . 

Transferring ownership to REITs will provide predictable cash flow to investors and enable developers 

to free investment capital for future activities. While the SEBI regulation was finalized in 2014, the 

first REIT is not projected to be offered until 2018. According to news reports, the delays have arisen 

due to potential double stamp duty and capital gains taxation issues28. 

 

31. InvITs will be products similar to REITs, with trust assets of completed revenue-

generating infrastructure projects, such as toll bridges and energy transmission facilities. One or 

more completed, revenue-generating, infrastructure projects are transferred to a special purpose vehicle 

(SPV) created as a trust. InvIT unit investors will receive a monthly distribution of revenue generated 

by the products held in the trust. SEBI rules require InvIT’s to distribute 90% of net distributable cash 

flow. The InvIT may borrow up to 49% of the trust NAV. The sponsor of the InvIT is required to own 

15% of trust units with a minimum lock-up of three years. By transferring completed revenue-

generating projects to the InvIt, the developer/sponsor will monetize the completed project, freeing up 

funds for additional infrastructure development projects. A prospectus for the first InvIT has been 

prepared and, as of April 2017, sales efforts are underway to complete the transaction. 

Investors 

 
32. India’s domestic institutional investor base is growing rapidly. The domestic Institutional 

Investor (DII) segment includes mutual funds, state pension fund investments, insurers and high net 

worth Indians who invest through financial portfolio managers. Mutual funds in India have total AUM 

of INR17.55 trillion (31 March 2017). 29   Pension fund investments in India’s equities markets, 

primarily through ETFs and mutual funds, is estimated at INR10,000 crore (INR100,000,000,000). 

 
Figure 3: Flows from Domestic Institutional Investors in Secondary Markets (USD bn) 

 
Source: Annual Equity Outlook 2017, Birla Sun Life Asset Management Company, Ltd. 

 

 

                                                 
27First REIT at least a year away: Experts, Business Standard of India, 30 March 2017, page 1. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Data provided by SEBI. 
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33. In 2017, DII ownership of BSE 200 companies exceeded FII ownership for the first time. 

Figure 4: DIIs Ownership Rising; FIIs Falling 

 
Source: Motilal Oswal Securities, March 2017 presentation. 

 

 
34. Collective investment schemes (a.k.a. mutual funds) are small but growing rapidly. As of 

March 2017, there are 45 registered asset management companies in India, with INR17.55 trillion in 

assets under management (March 31, 2017).30 This represents approximately 10% of India’s GDP. In 

comparison, U.S. mutual fund AUM is equal to 95% of U.S. GDP.  Nearly 18% of mutual fund assets 

are invested in money market mutual funds. Over 80% of the investments in money market funds come 

from corporates and banks. The Association of Mutual Funds of India (AMFI) projects total mutual 

fund AUM to reach INR 20 trillion by the end of CY 2017.31 There are also 17 registered Alternative 

investment funds that have raised over US$ 2 billion. The state-run Employee Provident Fund is likely 

to become a significant presence in India’s capital markets, as it has announced plans to invest 5-10% 

of its AUM (INR 1.3 trillion) in exchange-traded funds32.  

 
Figure 5: Equity AUM in Mutual Funds (INR Crore) 

 
Source: Annual Equity Outlook 2017, Birla Sun Life Asset Management Company, Ltd. 

 

 

                                                 
30 Data provided by SEBI. 
31 India financial Services, 1st Quarter 2017, Economist Intelligence Unit. Page 13. 
32 India financial Services, 1st Quarter 2017, Economist Intelligence Unit. Page 13. 
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35. SEBI has registered approximately 220 portfolio managers and more than 600 investment 

advisors. In India, portfolio managers control client funds or investments under discretionary portfolio 

management services agreements. Investment advisors do not control client funds or investments. SEBI 

estimates portfolio managers have approximately twelve lakh crore Rupees (INR12,000,000,000) under 

management.  

 

36. Foreign portfolio investors (FPI) have been important sources of capital during the past 

ten years. SEBI adopted its FPI regulation in 2014, consolidating Foreign Institutional Investors (FII), 

sub-accounts and Qualified Foreign Investors (QFI) into FPI. FPI interest has continued and accelerated 

significantly in the past three years. The total number of FPI/deemed FPI (i.e. erstwhile FIIs and sub-

accounts) registered with SEBI has grown from 8,214 (March 2015) to 8,717 (March 2016) and to 

8,781 (March 2017). 

 

37. Declining investments in P-notes may have contributed to the increase in registered FPIs. 

Participatory notes (P-notes) have been an alternative method for foreign investment in India. Overseas 

investors could purchase a P-note from a registered FPI that would make the investment. In this way, 

an overseas investor could avoid registering with SEBI and investing directly. As of March 2017, 

investments in India’s capital markets through P-notes had declined to INR1,78,437 crore 

(INR17,843,700) from INR2,31,317 crore (INR23,131,700) as of January 201633 . The growth in 

registered FPIs may be a result of overseas investors registering with SEBI as an FPI instead of 

investing indirectly in India through the purchase of P-notes. An alternative explanation that has been 

offered in the news media, for the decline in P-notes may be India’s new tax treaties with Singapore 

and Mauritius. Nearly 90% of investments in P-notes are routed through those two countries34. 

 

38.    FPI investment in India, historically, has been heavily weighted to equities over 

debt.  FPI total investment is US$417 billion (March 31, 2017), with US$365 billion in equities and 

US$ 52 billion in debt.35 The largest sector for FPI investment is financial services. During FY2017, 

FPI total investment in this sector effectively doubled, from US$ 57 billion (March 31, 2016) to US$ 84 

billion (March 31, 2017). This is approximately 22% of total FPI equities investments. Software and 

software services is the sector with the next highest share of FPI investment, US$ 40 billion. During 

the past fiscal year (April 2016 – March 2017) FPI net investments in equities increased by US$ 8.0 

billion while net investment in debt decreased by US$ 0.8 billion. over debt.  This was a sharp change 

from 2015-2016 when FPI were net sellers of both equities (-2.0 billion US$) and debt (-0.51 billion 

US$). Roughly 1/3 of FPI funds come from investors in the U.S.36 SEBI regulations limit an FPI, or 

FPI investor group, to a maximum ownership of 10% of any single listed company.37 FPIs may invest 

up to INR 2,443,000,000 (approximatelyUS$51 billion) in Indian corporate debt. 

 

39. The rapid growth of foreign investment in India reflects global confidence in India’s 

economy and its political stability. “Foreign portfolio investors (FPI) are betting on India because it 

is growing relatively faster than other Emerging Markets (EM). It is perceived to be politically stable 

with decent macro-fundamentals. The fiscal deficit is more or less under control, for example”.38 

 

40. India is proposing other reforms to make FPIs more attractive investment vehicles. The 

current budget proposal includes an exemption from the indirect transfer tax for Category I and 

                                                 
33P-notes investment falls to 1.70 lakh cr at end of Feb., Business Standard of India, 31 March 2017, page 2. 
34 SEBI to put on a roadshow abroad, Business Standard of India, 28 March 2017, page 12. 
35 Statistics in this paragraph provided by SEBI 
36 FPIs OUT ON SHOPPING SPREE, Business Standard of India, 30 March 2017, page 1. 
37 ANMI Presentation. Note 2. 
38 Markets driven by liquidity, Devangshu Datta, Business Standard of India, 27 March 2017, page 1. 
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Category II FPIs. Also proposed is a common application form for registration, authorization for FPIs 

to open bank accounts and “demat” accounts, and authorization to obtain a PAN39. 

 

41. FPI interest in India’s equities markets can change dramatically and suddenly. “The basic 

driver… [of over valuation]… appears to be an oversupply of money. A very substantial proportion of 

that money is coming from abroad. Foreign portfolio investors (FPI) are betting on India because it is 

growing relatively faster than other Emerging Markets (EM), it is perceived to be politically stable with 

decent macro-fundamentals. The fiscal deficit is more or less under control, for example.…. This over-

valuation could be considered a by-product or hedge for the so-called Trump trade. The Trump trade 

consists of investors entering US equities in hopes that Trump’s fiscal policies would lead to a boom…. 

The main Trump Trade has been hedged by selective EM exposure. On the other hand, they could also 

pull money out of India and put it back into the US bond market or, if the Trump trade works, they 

might go back to US equity. A domestic investor compares rupee debt returns to rupee equity returns. 

The foreign portfolio investor looks at the exchange risk and compares rupee equity returns to other 

EM equity returns, and to less risky, or risk-free returns from hard-currency equity and debt. The 

priorities for FPIs are different and a change in their attitudes could trigger a massive crash.”40 

 

42. Foreign Direct investment in India has surged, in part because of governmental 

relaxation of limits placed on certain sectors of the economy. For example, FDI may now own 100% 

of non-bank finance companies (NBFC), 100% of asset reconstruction companies (ARC), 100% of 

railway infrastructure, excluding operations (proposal), and 49% of insurance companies. The 

Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) reported FDI investment in-flow of US421.6 

billion for the period April – September 2016, a 30% increase year over year. The National Highways 

Authority of India (NHAI) plans to offer a risk cover to foreign investment in government-owned 

operational national highways. Also announced has been a proposal to grant Permanent Residency 

Status (PRS) to foreign investors who make a minimum investment of INR10 crore (US$1.5 million) 

within 18 months or INR25 crore (US$3.6 million) within a 36 month period.41 

 

Figure 6: FDI Flows into India 

 
Source: Annual Equity Outlook 2017, Birla Sun Life Asset Management Company, Ltd. 

                                                 
39 SEBI to put on a roadshow abroad, Business Standard of India, 28 March 2017, page 12. 
40 Devanshu Datta, Markets driven by liquidity. A change in attitude of FPIs could change the market’s fortunes, Business 

Standard, 27 March 2017, Personal Finance section, page 1.   
41 ANMI Presentation on 23 March 2017. Data is also available on the India Brand Equity Foundation website at 

https://www.ibef.org/economy/foreign-direct-investment.aspx.   

https://www.ibef.org/economy/foreign-direct-investment.aspx
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III. IOSCO Principles – Regulatory Structure and Implementation 

 

A. Principles 1 – 5:  Organization and Resources 

 

Factual Update 

 
43. SEBI has strengthened its mechanisms for coordination with the Reserve Bank of India 

(RBI), the three recognized stock exchanges (RSE), and the Registrar of Companies (RoC) within 

the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA), as recommended in the 2013 assessment. As fully 

described in the 2013 assessment, while SEBI is the primary securities regulator in India, other bodies 

including MCA and RBI have some degree of regulatory responsibility over securities market activities. 

Enhanced coordination in the areas of systemic risk, and financial conglomerate regulation continues 

to evolve (discussed in principle 6). SEBI also works closely with the RSE in the areas of listed 

company disclosure, market surveillance and supervision of licensed intermediaries (discussed in 

principles 8, 9 and 16). While the RoC has broad authority over India’s corporations, including listed 

companies, it has not been active in oversight of listed companies and coordination with SEBI is issue 

based  

 

44. SEBI has not obtained explicit legal clarity of its independence via elimination of 

statutory provisions providing for termination of services of SEBI Board members. The 2013 

assessment identified an apparent inconsistency between section 5(2) of the SEBI Act, which provides 

that the central government may terminate the Chairman or member for any reason and section 6, which 

specifies grounds for removal, and provides an opportunity for hearing on the action. SEBI believes 

that there is strong legal precedent indicating that Board members may only be removed for good cause 

shown.42 Furthermore there is a long track record demonstrating that SEBI functions independently in 

its day-to-day activities. No Chairman or any Member has been removed under section 5(2) of the SEBI 

Act, in the history of the agency. For these reasons, SEBI is of the opinion that it meets the IOSCO test 

of independence.  

 

45. SEBI resources, both human resources and legal authority, have grown substantially 

since the 2013 assessment. Total staff size has increased from 583 in 2011 to 783 in 2016, with the 

number of clerical and support staff remaining level. SEBI plans to continue increasing its staff size by 

150 staff during the next five years. The greatest increase in staff has been in the supervisory divisions 

responsible for the expanded on-site inspection programs, from approximately 120 employees in 2013 

to over 300 in 2016.  Salaries of SEBI officials have grown 25 – 30% since 2014. SEBI conducts a 

salary scale review on a five-year cycle, while the central government cycle is ten years. Annual staff 

attrition has been less than 1% annually.  

 

46. The SEBI Act amendments of 2014 provided SEBI with enhanced regulatory powers. The 

amendment specifically empowered SEBI to obtain all needed information, books and records from 

any person or entity (including telephone records) recover penalties, disgorgement amounts, fees and 

non-compliance of directions for refund of money. Special courts have been established to adjudicate 

criminal complaints filed by SEBI. Section 11AA of the SEBI Act was amended to regulate schemes 

or arrangement not registered with SEBI involving total asset amounts of INR100 crore 

(INR1,000,000,000) or greater. Further, the Central Government, in consultation with SEBI may 

designate any other scheme as CIS to be regulated by SEBI.  

                                                 
42 It is the view of SEBI that though section 5(2) of the SEBI Act provides the Central Government with the right to terminate 

the services of the Chairman and the appointed members, any use of this authority by the Central Government would be 

subject to judicial review and a demonstration that the termination was for justifiable grounds. 
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47. In 2015 the Forward Market Commission (FMC) was merged with SEBI. SEBI assumed 

the responsibilities of FMC for the regulation of six national commodities derivatives exchanges and 

six regional commodities exchanges (three are active). Twenty-two FMC employees were reassigned 

to SEBI. SEBI is continuing on a multi-year plan to integrate these responsibilities and harmonize 

regulatory policy with its existing programs. India’s State governments and Central government 

continue to exercise regulatory authority over the regional spot/physical agricultural commodities 

markets.  

 

48. SEBI has adopted a mandatory staff rotation policy, with a 3 – 5 year rotation cycle. All 

employees, even those at a senior level must rotate office assignments at least every five years. Sensitive 

posts in certain departments/ divisions/ regional offices have been identified and officers posted in such 

sensitive places are rotated periodically to ensure that a vested interest does not develop. This policy is 

in line with directions issued by the Central Vigilance Commission, a statutory organization set up at 

the national level to handle vigilance related issues in government organizations. A limited number of 

departments/ divisions are exempt from this requirement. As such, supervisors and managers may be 

given responsibilities to supervise any department/division at SEBI. Such a policy has many benefits, 

such as, preventing the creation of any vested interest, broadening staff expertise, enhancing career 

development, motivating staff to continue at SEBI by providing new opportunities, and facilitating 

informal coordination among offices and employees. However there are embedded costs, such as a lack 

of employees with deep subject matter expertise in a specific area, a lack of institutional memory, and 

the likelihood that new supervisors will not be as knowledgeable as the people supervised. SEBI has 

responded to these costs by creating internal operating manuals to memorialize institutional memory, 

and by selecting supervisors with experience working across operational areas. SEBI might consider 

examining the costs and benefits arising from its mandatory rotation program.  

 

49. The 2013 assessment rated the regulatory processes of SEBI as fully implemented, while 

suggesting some areas where changes might prove beneficial. These suggestions included greater 

consultation with the registered entities on annual fees charged, and providing public notice of 

enforcement actions at the time an action is initiated rather than after the adjudication is completed. 

SEBI has made changes in its consultative process on fees. Persons in the financial sector generally 

commented positively on the improvements in use of consultation by SEBI. The policy on publication 

of enforcement actions has not changed, except in case of interim orders. SEBI may issue an interim 

order to freeze money and assets until its investigation of possible violations is completed. These 

interim orders are public upon issuance, before the investigation and adjudication are completed. SEBI 

does not publicly announce enforcement proceedings until they are adjudicated. The agency has 

reservations as to the wisdom of publicity prior to final action, due to the reputational harm caused in 

the event the allegations are not proven.  

 

50. SEBI has made important changes to ensure that its staff adheres to high professional 

standards. While this principle was assessed fully implemented in 2013, a recommendation was made 

that SEBI might wish to explore the creation of an internal audit unit. In 2017 a decision was made to 

create an Internal Audit Office.  Creation of the office, terms of reference and staffing is planned to be 

completed by the end of the year.  Another recommendation in 2011 concerned developing 

comprehensive regulations on conflict of interest for its staff. The SEBI Code of Conduct contains 

provisions with respect to the following: mutual fund ownership disclosure (individual stock ownership 

by employees is prohibited), a mandatory “cooling off”43 period for departing employees, and explicit 

                                                 
43 “No employee of SEBI, including employees on contract or deputation, shall within a period of two years from the date 

he/she finally ceases to be in SEBI's service, accept or undertake an employment or be in any manner associated with an 

intermediary registered with SEBI except with the prior written approval of SEBI and no employee of SEBI shall represent 
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guidelines on maintaining confidentiality, and disclosure of any purchases above a certain monetary 

threshold. There is a Vigilance Cell that is headed by the Chief Vigilance Officer of SEBI, who is a 

senior level officer at the rank of Executive Director.  In its 2015-16 annual report, SEBI disclosed that 

disciplinary actions were taken against 2 employees. Employment of one SEBI official was terminated 

and another employee was issued a formal warning. SEBI explained that its Code of Conduct does not 

apply to Board members as they are appointed by the central government. However, SEBI has 

stipulated a separate "Code on Conflict of Interests for Members of Board" which applies to Board 

members. Additionally, Board members must also adhere to the code applicable to all central 

government employees.  

 

51. SEBI has implemented procedures to ensure that SEBI officers appointed to adjudicate 

SEBI actions are impartial and that there is no appearance of a conflict of interest. Under Section 

15-1 of the SEBI Act, the Board shall appoint an officer not below the level of Division Chief to serve 

as the adjudicating officer in any enforcement proceeding it brings. SEBI has a separate adjudication 

department consisting of senior officers of SEBI who are appointed as adjudicating officers to act 

independently. SEBI believes that these procedural safeguards ensure that the officers appointed as 

adjudicating officers are not involved in the investigation or enforcement of a case referred to them for 

adjudication proceedings.44  

 

Comments and Recommendations 

  
52. While the history of SEBI supports the view that Board Members may only be removed 

for good cause shown, an official interpretation from the Central government would eliminate 

any uncertainty. SEBI believes that there is strong legal precedent indicating that Board members may 

only be removed for good cause shown.45 Furthermore there is a long track record demonstrating that 

SEBI functions independently in its day-to-day activities and that no Chairman or any Member has 

been removed under section 5(2) of the SEBI Act, so far. For these reasons, SEBI is of the opinion that 

it meets the IOSCO test of independence. It is recommended that SEBI reduce the uncertainty as to 

independence by obtaining an official interpretation from the central government concerning the right 

to a hearing by a whole time Board Member who is removed without official cause given. 

 

53. While SEBI has clear and consistent regulatory processes, there are areas where changes 

might be beneficial. While persons in the financial sector were generally positive on the improved 

consultation practices of SEBI, they believe the process should continue to expand. Two suggestion 

made were greater coordination and consolidation of SEBI regulatory actions into fewer circulars, and 

a request that SEBI should consider providing more time to persons and entities affected by revisions 

to existing circulars.  

 

54. SEBI should adopt a formal policy providing a minimum time between public 

announcement of a new or amended regulation and the date when compliance must be in effect. 
When SEBI adopts a new Circular, it typically provides 60 days before compliance is required. In some 

cases, where extensive changes in procedure are required, a longer period of time is provided. When 

this issue was raised with SEBI, it responded with a detailed list of regulations all of which had 

                                                 
any organization or intermediary in any manner before SEBI or against SEBI for a period of two years from the date of being 

relieved from the services of SEBI.”  
44 SEBI also believes that it follows the spirit of law of natural justice (rule against bias) in appointing adjudicating officer, 

to ensure that the adjudication proceedings are fair and without any conflict of interest 
45 It is the view of SEBI that although section 5(2) of the SEBI Act gives provides the Central Government with the authority 

to terminate the Chairman or an appointed member, such an action would be subject to judicial review and would require the 

GoI to demonstrate justifiable grounds for the action. 
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significant and reasonable time periods between the date when the regulation was made public and the 

date when compliance must be achieved. Critics of SEBI could only identify a small number of 

instances when the compliance time for amendments or modifications to an existing Circular was short, 

as little as two weeks. Nonetheless the perception exists and occasionally a regulator must respond to 

perceptions, even those that are based on exceptions. It is recommended that SEBI adopt a uniform 

minimum period of at least thirty days between SEBI action and the deadline for compliance or 

implementation. Since SEBI already complies with this proposed requirement in most instances, the 

burden of formalizing its informal approach should be minimal.    

 

55. It is recommended that SEBI examine the existing market structure and regulatory 

structure for India’s national and regional commodities markets and for the regional spot 

agricultural commodities markets. The merger of SBI and FMC appears to be an important step 

forward in regulatory structure. However, full implementation of the merger, including harmonization 

of regulatory standards may require legislation. Also, even with the consolidation, SEBI does not have 

comprehensive authority over all commodities markets. There are several regional commodities 

markets, which rely upon physical delivery of commodities to regional warehouses, which are subject 

to regulatory supervision by provincial governments. These regional markets provide spot market 

prices underlying the commodity futures markets that SEBI regulates. This is a complex regulatory 

challenge. Strengthening the underlying commodity spot markets is important for efficient function of 

the commodity derivatives markets. The Central Government has recently created the eNAM initiative 

to modernize and improve the regional markets. This may be an opportunity for SEBI to examine the 

regional physical delivery markets and the national futures markets in a comprehensive way and 

identify the best approach for the nation. It is recommended that SEBI examine the existing market 

structure and regulatory structure for India’s commodity derivatives market with that of the securities 

market. A report with recommendations on regulatory consolidation or coordination should be 

submitted to the central government. 

 

B. Principles 6 – 8: Systemic Risk, Perimeters of Regulation and Conflicts 

 

Factual Update 

 
56. Principles 6 – 8 address the topics of systemic risk, the perimeters of regulation, conflicts 

of interest and the misalignment of incentives. Because IOSCO had not finalized its assessment 

methodology for these principles, the 2013 assessment described pertinent SEBI activities without 

rating implementation or offering comments. Since 2013, SEBI has continued to incorporate 

consideration of these policies into its core regulatory programs. Consistent with the approach taken by 

regulators in other countries, best practices for implementation of these principles is continuing to 

evolve. 

 

57. The Financial Stability and Development Council (FSDC) is the primary body charged 

with coordinating systemic risk management in India. It was created in 2010 by the Ministry of 

Finance (MoF) through a notification outlining its structure and mandate, though there is no statute 

authorizing it or articulating its responsibilities. The FSDC is chaired by the Union Finance Minister 

and considers topics beyond systemic risk, such as financial sector development and financial inclusion. 

The FSDC meets two to three times yearly. Responsibility for adopting formal regulatory policy 

remains with individual agencies.  A sub-committee of FSDC (FSDC SC), chaired by the Governor of 

RBI with representatives from other sectoral regulators and MoF officials coordinates inter-regulatory 

issues and publishes a Biannual Report called the Financial Stability Report. Technical Committees 

and working groups of the FSDC SC have been created to examine specific inter-regulatory issues and 

make recommendations for action to the FSDC SC. 
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58. The Inter Regulatory Technical Group ((IRTG) of the FSDC subcommittee is responsible 

for issues related to risks to systemic financial stability and inter regulatory coordination. It 

reviews regulations from each member that might have an impact on systemic risk. The group includes 

representatives of four regulators at the level of Executive Director. It meets once a quarter, and is 

chaired by RBI’s Executive Director of Banking Regulation.  

 

59. The Early Warning Group (EWG) of the subcommittee was created in 2012 to conduct 

analyses of early warning signals and coordination of a response to a financial crisis. It is chaired 

by RBI’s Deputy Governor of Financial Markets and meets as needed. As on April 17, 2017, the EWG 

has met seven times since its constitution. Most recently it met to discuss the impact of Great Britain’s 

Brexit vote among other developments.  

 

60. There is an Inter Regulatory Forum (IRF) for monitoring financial conglomerates. The 

IRF is chaired by RBI's Deputy Governor for Supervision and has high-level representation from 

member regulators. The IRF meets as required. It is tasked with monitoring and coordinating policies 

on regulation of financial conglomerates (FC). This includes promoting supervisory cooperation to 

achieve effective consolidated supervision as well as assessing systemic stability risks of the 

conglomerates. A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed between relevant regulatory 

authorities in 2013 to forge greater cooperation in consolidated supervision and monitoring of financial 

conglomerates. While SEBI and other committee members are not currently conducting consolidated 

onsite inspections of conglomerates, SEBI explained that that there is extensive ongoing information 

sharing among regulators, including the exchange of inspection reports when requested. Also, the 

principal regulator, in consultation with other regulators, is required to hold annual discussions with 

the head of the designated entity of identified FCs.  

 

61. There is a technical group on financial inclusion and literacy. It is chaired by RBI’s Deputy 

Governor in charge of the Department of Financial Inclusion and Development. 

 

62. SEBI has set up a Systemic Stability Unit (SSU) that monitors systemic risks emanating 

from the securities market. It coordinates with the FSDC, its subcommittees and the technical 

committees and working groups under the FSDC subcommittee. The SSU examines and analyzes 

potential risks emanating from emerging developments domestically and globally. Some of the topics 

examined by the SSU include the following: Declining Oil Prices and likely Channels of Impact on 

India, Major Events in Chinese Financial Markets and Its Implications, Developments in Greece 

Sovereign Debt Crisis, the ongoing Global Market Turmoil and Economic Slowdown, and short and 

long term impact of demonetization on Indian capital markets. 

 

63. The SSU has developed a Systemic Risk Monitoring Template (SRMT) for the periodic 

review of systemic risk information to identify, assess, and mitigate emerging systemic risks in 

the securities market. SRMT monitors trends in market movements, interconnectivity (e.g. percentage 

of AUM of mutual funds invested in securities issued by banks), market concentration (top 5 broker’s 

share of market turnover), risk management (e.g. stress testing results of clearing corporations, 

percentage of promoters’ shares pledged etc.), volatility, and high frequency trading. The objective is 

to identify any abnormal developments in the market that may potentially pose systemic risks. SRMT 

performs a monthly analysis of 45 indicators across securities market. This also includes a comparison 

of Indian benchmark indices with the indices of international peers.  

 

64. As noted in the 2013 assessment, SEBI examination of perimeters of regulations is largely 

embedded in its SSU program and in the ongoing activities of its operating offices.  For example, 
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in 2012-2013, SEBI staff investigated the activities of a series of investment schemes that appeared to 

be operating as unregulated collective schemes. As a result of this investigation, the SEBI Act 

amendments of 2014, clarified SEBI authority to regulate all investment pools above a certain amount 

that fit the definition of collective investment scheme. More recently, SEBI has worked with the mutual 

fund trade organization AMFI to create a regulatory scheme for distributors of mutual fund shares that 

includes a combination of formal qualification exams, self-regulatory codes of conduct and SEBI 

regulatory policies that impose due diligence responsibilities on regulated mutual funds. Issues raised 

by this approach are identified in the discussion of Principles pertaining to Intermediaries and collective 

investment schemes.  

 

65. In 2011, SEBI set up an International Advisory Board (IAB). IAB is responsible for 

advising SEBI on future directions for the organization using global experiences and emerging 

developments and challenges. The recommendations of the IAB, along with the actions taken by SEBI, 

will be reported to the SEBI Board. The IAB meets twice in a year. 

 

66. SEBI has addressed issues pertaining to conflicts of interest and misalignment of 

incentives as they have arisen in specific sectors. For example, when the BSE demutualized, SEBI 

prohibited it from listing on the BSE, where it would be regulating itself. It required it to list its stock 

on the NSE to avoid an inherent conflict of interest between its regulatory responsibilities and business 

interests. Regulation 45 of the SECC Regulations provides for listing of stock exchanges on any 

recognized stock exchange, other than itself and its associated stock exchange. In a related area, SEBI 

has required both the BSE and NSE to create “Chinese walls” between its business operations and its 

regulatory functions.  

 

67. In 2013, SEBI issued a Guideline for avoiding or dealing with or managing conflict of 

interest for all intermediaries, recognized stock exchanges, recognized clearing corporations and 

depositories and their associated persons in securities markets. Under this Guideline the Board of 

Directors of each entity is responsible for putting in place systems for implementation of the 

requirements specified in the circular, providing guidance on the identification, elimination or 

management of conflicts of interest and engaging in ongoing review of compliance with the circular. 

 
68. To expose possible conflicts of interest and misalignment of incentives, SEBI has adopted 

strong disclosure requirements for mutual fund disclosure of fees and commissions. In India, 

mutual funds are typically sold by both third party distributors, who are paid on a commission coming 

out of fund expense ratios as well as directly by the mutual fund, with no commission, and resulting in 

a lower expense ratio. As a result, mutual funds are required to disclose the different total expense ratios 

for each fund. Distributors, who typically sell mutual funds on behalf of more than one Asset 

Management Company, are also required to disclose to customers if they receive a different 

commission (both front-end and trailing commissions) from different funds within the same fund 

category, including the amount of the different commissions.  

 

69. SEBI regulations on securitized debt instruments require issuers to disclose in offering 

documents the minimum ownership retention requirement and detailed information on 

underlying assets in the asset pool. The following information on the asset pool must be updated in 

periodic filings: 

a.     Details on each asset class of the securitization;  

b.     Number of loans and value for each asset class; 

c.     Current weighted average yield, current weighted average maturity, current loan to 

value ratio; 

d.     Credit enhancement, if any; 
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e.     Current data on all the collections made on the underlying loans;  

f.      Data on overdue loans, for 0-90 days, 91-180 days and greater than 180 days; 

g.     Data on future cash flow, by asset type. 

 

70. In 2015 and 2017 SEBI amended its regulation on securitized debt instruments to 

strengthen requirements for independent action by the pool trustee. Among other requirements, 

the amended rule has an explicit prohibition against trustees or pool originators from acting taking 

action that is not in the best interests of investors. The revised rule also provides for a standardized 

prospectus and term sheet for public and private offers and includes a requirement for detailed 

information on the characteristics and terms of assets within the pool, as well as mandating disclosure 

on past performance of other securitized debt pools created by the originator and or promoter.  

 

Comments and Recommendations 

 
71. The combination of inter-agency and intra-agency units incorporate top-down and 

bottom-up approaches to monitoring systemic risk.  At the highest level, the FSDC SC includes 

senior officials of the relevant financial agencies and functions as the umbrella overseeing the technical 

working groups. Its publication of a biannual report on Financial Stability is a continuing window into 

the focus of the regulators. The specific working groups, including the IRTG, IRF and EWG, provide 

an ongoing method of addressing regulatory coordination, oversight of financial conglomerates and a 

vehicle for rapidly assessing potential risks on an as needed basis. Within SEBI, the SSU functions as 

the focal point for systemic risk regulation, bringing together staff from each operating office, and at 

the same time, engaging in topic-driven research on possible flashpoints for market crises.  Its monthly 

report analyzing 45 market indicators, as well as benchmarks with other national markets appears to be 

a useful method of identifying problems on the horizon.  

 

72. SEBI reliance on its operating units and ongoing formal and informal communication 

with financial sector groups has achieved positive results on perimeter of regulation issues. SEBI 

identification and investigation of unregistered collective investment schemes resulted in an 

amendment to the SEBI Act to provide SEBI with clear authority to regulate these entities. Recent 

initiatives to adopt an industry-based regulatory structure for sales distributors of mutual funds and to 

regulate research analysts also demonstrate that the agency is attuned to perimeter of regulations 

challenges.  Creation of an International Advisory Board is another interesting approach to monitoring 

and preparing for systemic risks with global origins, as well as offering an opportunity to stay current 

on perimeter of regulations developments in other countries. 

 

73. SEBI should consider creating an internal committee to examine perimeter of regulation 

issues. SEBI has relied on its operating units to identify regulatory problems outside its regulatory 

perimeter. While this reliance on vigilant staff has had success, it may be appropriate to supplement it 

with a more structured approach. One possible approach could be to assign staff in the SSU to monitor 

activities across the financial sector, through its collection of data for its systemic risk report, and 

prepare research reports for review by an internal committee of representatives from the operating units 

of SEBI.  
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C. Principle 9: Self-Regulatory Organizations (SRO) 

 

Factual Update 

 
74. The registered stock exchanges perform the full range of regulatory functions typically 

associated with a self-regulatory organization, although they are not legally classified as an SRO. 
They have listing standards that all companies listed on an exchange must adhere to, they oversee and 

inspect the activities of intermediaries licensed to conduct business on the exchange, they have primary 

responsibility for managing trading activity on the exchange and conducting real-time market 

surveillance, and they have the authority to take disciplinary action against listed companies, licensed 

intermediaries and associated persons. Technically they are not formally designated as an SRO, due to 

a specific statutory provision prohibiting stock exchanges from being designated an SRO. This legal 

distinction does not appear to have a practical impact on an exchange’s authority to engage in self-

regulatory duties.  Demutualized exchanges must list on another exchange. SEBI has also adopted a 

rule governing listings by an affiliate of the exchange. 

 

75. In recent years, the two largest exchanges, BSE and NSE, substantially increased the 

staffing of core regulatory functions, such as listing review, listed company disclosure review and 

member on-site inspections. In 2013 SEBI formally incorporated all exchange company listing 

requirements into a SEBI regulation, to strengthen the impact of the listing standards and enable SEBI 

to take enforcement action for violations. The 2013 SEBI Circular requires recognized stock exchanges 

to create an appropriate framework (including adequate manpower) to effectively monitor the adequacy 

and accuracy of the disclosures made by listed companies.  

 

76. SEBI has strengthened exchange regulatory programs by working with the exchanges to 

increase the penalties payable in disciplinary actions.  

 
Bombay Stock Exchange Actions Against Brokers 

 
Sl. 

No 
Particulars 

2016-

2017 

2015-

2016 

2014-

2015 

2013-

2014 

2012-

2013 

2011-

2012 

2010-

2011 

   1 Action Against Brokers 
       

No. of Brokers against whom 

Penalty imposed 

3 
  

1 1 2  

No. of Brokers to whom 

advice/warning is issued 

7 1 
  

2  1 

2 No. of brokers expelled 
 

2 1 1    

3 No. of brokers suspended 
 

6 
  

  1 

4 No. of brokers declared 

defaulter 

 
3 1 1 1  1 
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National Stock Exchange Actions Against Brokers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
77. Another SEBI rule mandates that exchanges must send electronic confirmations of every 

trade to the buyer and seller on a same day basis, by SMS or email. This processes is intended to 

reduce and eliminate unauthorized trading in a customer account.  

 

78. SEBI has collaborated with AMFI, the trade association for asset management companies 

that originate and manage mutual funds, to create a system for licensing and regulation of entities 

and individuals engaged in the sale and redemption of mutual funds. Mutual funds in India are 

increasing in size and becoming the primary investment vehicle for retail investors. More than 60% of 

mutual fund sales occur through a mutual fund distributor, under a contractual agreement with one or 

more mutual fund groups. There are more than 60,000 distributors registered with AMFI. This includes 

large companies such as banks that employ many sales people, and smaller firms that may only employ 

a few people or operate as sole proprietors. In part because of the huge number of distributors, SEBI 

has decided not to directly regulate this special category of intermediary, although some distributors 

are registered with SEBI as another type of intermediary, such as an investment advisor or through 

employment at a stockbroker.  

 

79. The AMFI program encompasses a wide range of regulatory duties, excepting only 

inspection and enforcement. A distributor or an employee of a distributor must register with AMFI 

after passing a special qualification exam administered by AMFI. AMFI provides a unique ID number 

and maintains a registry of licensed distributors. With the assistance of SEBI and the mutual fund 

industry, AMFI has adopted a Distributor’s Code of Conduct that must be complied with. 

 

80. AMFI manages a single due diligence process for distributors for the use and benefit of 

member AMCs. SEBI requires all mutual funds to conduct a due diligence investigation of a distributor 

prior to contracting for the sale of its funds by the distributor. A heightened due diligence process must 

be used for the largest distributors. The due diligence process must examine a distributor’s sales 

practices and its internal controls. AMFI hires chartered accounting firms to perform a due diligence 

review of each distributor. Every AMFI member relies upon this review to comply with its 

responsibility specified in the SEBI regulation. The review must be conducted at least every five years. 

 

81. Mutual fund distributors must adhere to SEBI mutual fund regulations that apply to the 

purchase and sale of mutual funds. This includes an explicit suitability rule and prohibitions on “mis-

selling” investments, and full disclosure of all fees and commissions paid to the distributor by the AMC, 

including any differences in compensation from different funds or fund groups. While AMFI lacks the 

authority to impose money penalties or order disgorgement, SEBI may bring an enforcement action 

 

 
Particulars 

2016-

2017* 

2015-

2016 

2014-

2015 

2013-

2014 

2012-

2013 

2011-

2012 

2010-

2011 

1 Action Against Brokers 
       

No. of Brokers against 

whom Penalty imposed 

163 268 270 279 561 733 676 

No. of Brokers to whom 

advice/warning is issued 

128 172 174 253 274 226 255 

2 No. of brokers expelled - 2 2 2 1 - - 

3 No. of brokers suspended - 2 5 5 - 1 - 

4 No. of brokers declared 

defaulter 

3 - - - - - - 
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and impose a penalty or require disgorgement if there is a mis-selling scheme for mutual funds. SEBI 

also may sanction individuals who violate the Code of Conduct, including suspensions or revocation 

of registration. 
 

Comments and Recommendations 

 
82. SEBI has successfully ensured that the demutualization of the BSE and NSE has not 

adversely affected corporate governance or the performance of regulatory functions. Increasing 

the budgets of regulatory programs by a demutualized exchange that has a strong incentive to increase 

its profitability, by controlling or reducing costs, is an important accomplishment. Both exchanges 

operate with corporate governance and organizational structures that separate and protect regulatory 

functions from influence by business operations. regulation 28 of Stock Exchanges and Clearing 

Corporations Regulations, 2012 requires regulatory departments to be separate from business 

operations.  Member firms may not in aggregate own more than 49% of the exchange. In 2012 SEBI 

mandated that member brokers may not sit on an exchange board of directors. 

 

83. SEBI should pursue a plan to establish an SRO to oversee and regulate mutual fund 

distributors. While the AMFI program is an innovative response to a significant regulatory challenge, 

it raises a question as to whether AMFI is operating as a self-regulatory organization (SRO) and should 

be licensed and regulated as one. SEBI has examined the question and intends to create an SRO for 

distributors. However, the issue is in litigation and further action is delayed until the resolution of the 

litigation. It is recommended that SEBI move forward on this initiative as soon as the litigation is 

concluded. As part of this process, it is recommended that careful consideration be given to ensuring 

that the SRO has an appropriate and independent governance structure. Consideration should also be 

given to whether AMFI, or a successor SRO, should expand its registry of distributors and collect 

information concerning misconduct by individuals engaging in fraudulent or deceptive mis-selling of 

mutual funds. The issue of enforcement and disciplinary powers and the need for ongoing on-site 

inspections of distributors also must be examined. This recommendation is also discussed under 

Principles 24 - 27, Collective Investment Schemes. 

 

D. Principles 10 – 12: Surveillance, Inspection, Investigation and Enforcement 

 

Factual Update  
 
84. The 2013 Detailed Assessment found that SEBI has comprehensive inspection, 

surveillance, investigation and enforcement powers. While principles 8 and 9 (renumbered 

principles 10 and 11) were rated fully implemented, principle 10 (renumbered principle 12, which 

assesses the effective and credible use of these powers, was rated partially implemented. The 

assessment positively noted the existence of a robust surveillance program by the registered stock 

exchanges (RSE) and that SEBI has established an active civil enforcement program, particularly with 

regard to unfair trading practices. Several areas requiring strengthening were identified, including 

expansion of its on-site inspection program for all registered entities, enforcement of listed company 

compliance with RSE listing requirements, increasing enforcement focus on adherence to accounting 

and auditing standards, and the greater use of criminal enforcement proceedings when the misconduct 

warrants it. Amendments to the SEBI Act were recommended to explicitly provide SEBI with a right 

to access telephone records in its investigations and to establish a private right of action for individuals 

who had been harmed by violations of the Act. 

 

85. SEBI has developed a robust and sophisticated surveillance program, operating on a T+1 

basis, to supplement the RSE real-time surveillance programs and to generate a substantial flow 
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of analyses supporting its investigation units.  The SEBI IT surveillance system has two components, 

named SMARTS and DWBIS. All data from the RSE’s is delivered overnight and fed into a commercial 

surveillance system, SMARTS, that is widely used globally. SEBI has developed an in-house system, 

DWBIS, which is used for data mining and analytic work by the surveillance unit and the investigation 

units. In addition to trading data DWBIS stores a wide range of non-trading information, including 

news announcements and information linked to individual traders and entities. DWBIS can 

automatically generate consolidated analysis of trading data from both exchanges for a wide range of 

market misconduct, including front-running, wash sales, marking the close, and possible pump and 

dump schemes. It provides alerts whenever sales volume or price movements in a single stock exceed 

parameters dynamically adjusted. Trading in a given listed company can occur simultaneously on both 

exchanges. Because all Exchange trading identifies the specific buyer and seller, it is possible to 

identify trading patterns that occur on both exchanges and the historical trading patterns of persons 

previously investigated. DWBIS contains information on 78 million traders.  While the NSE and BSE 

surveillance systems monitor their own market activity in real-time, no one has the capacity to conduct 

comprehensive surveillance across both markets in real-time.  

 

86. Surveillance of trading in the derivatives markets now regulated by SEBI follows the 

same pattern as the stock exchanges. The Commodity Derivatives Exchanges are responsible for 

'real time' surveillance, with SEBI's surveillance team responsible for “near time” surveillance on a 

T+1 basis. Both SEBI and the exchanges conduct their surveillance based on surveillance alerts, which 

are mainly system generated. In line with the equities markets, SEBI has created a Commodity Watch 

System (CWS) with a minimum set of real time and non-real time end of the day alerts prescribed. 

Commodity derivatives exchanges have integrated these alerts into their surveillance system. For 'near 

time' surveillance, the alert system of SEBI generates both trade specific alerts and pattern based alerts. 

The alert parameters are reviewed periodically in order to improve the quality of alerts. In addition, 

SEBI also has an online complaint mechanism. Any complaint related to surveillance issues are treated 

as an alert for examination.  The trading data from Commodity derivatives exchanges have also been 

integrated into the Integrated Market Surveillance System (IMSS) and Data Warehouse and Business 

Intelligence System (DWBIS) which are used for Equity Surveillance by SEBI. 

 

87. SEBI has developed risk-based, on-site examination programs for all intermediary 

segments that it licenses and regulates.  The risk-based programs were developed by an internal Risk 

Based Supervision Task Force that built upon a 2012 study conducted by an external consulting firm. 

The Task force developed a plan under which specialized inspection teams would be located within the 

regulatory offices responsible for specific categories of intermediaries and integrated into existing off-

site inspection and supervision programs. A broad array of risk metrics was developed to provide an 

overall risk-based score that could be used to select intermediaries for on-site examination. Thematic 

inspections, focusing on specific areas across a number of entities or in response to the receipt of 

complaints, are a key component of the inspection program. The risk-based program began operation 

in 2015-2016. 

 

88. The inspection programs developed for each category of intermediary vary in scope and 

risk parameters. Brokerage firms registered as members of an RSE may also be inspected in the same 

year by one or both RSE, as well as by the Depositories. SEBI has worked with the inspection units of 

the NSE and BSE and there is a high degree of consistency in the inspection process, they use. In the 

case of merchant bankers, SEBI believes that the merchant bankers that are largely engaged in fee-

based businesses do not create significant financial risks or investor protection concerns.  Registered 

merchant bankers are subjected to on-site inspections that focus on the underwriting process and the 

existence of appropriate due diligence files, unless complaints or some other information indicates a 

need for a thematic examination. SEBI utilizes chartered accounting firms, included on the RBI 
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approved list for bank audits, to conduct its on-site inspections of asset management companies and 

mutual funds. This reflects the larger scope and complexity required to conduct an inspection of a group 

of mutual funds and the parent asset manager. A comprehensive inspection of the asset management 

company and affiliated mutual funds may entail 4-6 weeks on-site, while a SEBI staff on-site 

examination of a stockbroker may be completed by two SEBI staff on-site for 2-4 days.  

 

89. SEBI has a separate department to conduct investigations of violations of the laws and 

regulations that SEBI administers. It has approximately 45 staff, organized into eleven divisions. 

Divisions are not assigned specialized responsibility.  Over 90% of all investigations are based upon a 

referral from the Surveillance Department, which also reviews complaints received by SEBI from the 

public or other government agencies. A very small number of investigations are based upon referrals 

from other departments within SEBI and external agencies. 

 

90. SEBI has comprehensive legal authority to conduct its investigations. Following the 

appointment of an “Investigating Authority” by the competent authority (SEBI Executive Director), the 

formal investigation proceedings are initiated. The investigating authority may compel testimony or the 

production of documents from anyone in India, not merely persons and entities that it licenses and 

regulates. In 2014 the SEBI Act was amended so that SEBI may obtain telephone records when needed 

for an investigation.  

 

91. The investigation proceedings culminate in an investigation report that may recommend 

an enforcement action. As part of the recommendation to the Whole Time Member, the investigating 

authority may request issuance of an impoundment order of funds equal to the unlawful profits earned 

or loss avoided to prevent dissipation or disappearance of illegal profits. An impounding order, like 

other SEBI orders or directions is appealable before the Securities Appellate Tribunal (SAT), an 

independent body. SAT is chaired by one of the following: a sitting or retired Judge of the Supreme 

Court; or a sitting or retired Chief Justice of a High Court; or a sitting or retired Judge of a High Court 

who has completed not less than seven years of service as a Judge in a High Court.   

 

92. In 2016-2017 there were 245 new investigations, compared to 133 in 2015-2016. 185 new 

investigations dealt with possible market manipulation or price rigging compared to 84 in 2015-2016. 

Thirty-four investigations concerned possible insider trading violations (12 in 2015-2016) and three 

investigations examined possible takeover violations.   

 

Table 3: Investigations Conducted by SEBI 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
93. Amendments to the SEBI Act in 2014 created Special Courts to adjudicate criminal 

actions filed by SEBI. The amended law mandates that Special Courts may be established for speedy 

Particulars 
Investigations taken up Investigations completed 

2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 

Market manipulation and price 

rigging 41 84 185 86 60 118 

Issue' related manipulations 3 9 8 3 20 5 

Insider Trading 10 12 34 15 20 15 

Takeovers 3 2 3 3 2 4 

Miscellaneous 13 26 15 15 21 13 

Total 70 133 245 122 123 155 
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trial of the criminal cases filed by SEBI. Special Courts have been established in Mumbai, Kolkata and 

Chennai to hear criminal complaints filed by SEBI. The amendment also provided that, instead of 

utilizing a Public Prosecutor (who is appointed by the State Government), SEBI has the power to retain 

or appoint any lawyer of its choice to serve as the special public prosecutor for conducting the criminal 

case. During 2015-16, 46 cases were filed against 268 persons/entities, compared to 67 cases filed 

against 157 persons/entities in 2014-15. These statistics include cases brought against persons or 

entities that have not paid in full penalties imposed in other SEBI proceedings.  

 

SEBI Cases Brought in Special Court                      
Financial 

Year 
No. of cases 

filed 
No. of cases 

disposed 

2014-15 67 11 

2015-16 46 30 

2016-17 33 87 

Source: SEBI 

 
94. SEBI may initiate civil enforcement actions through different types of proceedings. The 

type of proceeding used depends on the type of entity charged, the type of violation alleged and the 

type of remedy sought. Remedies may include disgorgement, a monetary penalty, and non-monetary 

remedial or equitable remedies including suspensions or the revocation of a license, and whether an 

interim order is needed to protect investors. A summary proceeding is available to adjudicate minor 

misconduct by a registered intermediary. Civil enforcement matters are adjudicated before a senior 

SEBI officer, who has not been involved in the investigation. The order passed by the adjudicating 

authority is appealable before the Securities Appellate Tribunal. During 2015-16, SEBI initiated 

enforcement actions in 223 cases under Section 11 and 11B of the SEBI Act. 

 
  

 

Monetary penalty 

Debarments, 

Suspension, 

Cancellation, A/c 

Freezing, Warning, 

Censure, Winding 

up, Cease & Desist 

 

 

Disgorgement 

 

 

Prosecution 

 No. of 

Orders 

No of 

entities 

Amount 

(in Lakh) 

No of 

Orders 

No of 

entities 

Amount (Rs. 

Lakhs) 

No of cases 

disposed 

No. of 

entities 

convicted 

2011-12 645 645 185 156 1486 1,71.20 39 152 

2012-13 485 485 4122 153 764 0 17 51 

2013-14 581 619 15625 200 1436 2,25.72 6 24 

2014-15 495 1211 27964.25 398 2169 0 9 30 

2015-16 442 893 731605 466 2727 0 1 1 

2016-17 89 296 880 304 953 0 6 8 

Total 2737 4149 780381.25 1677 9535 396.92 81 266 

 
95. As noted in the 2013 assessment, all enforcement actions are non-public until a final order 

is issued, with the exception of interim impoundment orders or other interim relief needed to 

protect investors. Because litigation of an action may take many years, a non-public proceeding may 

undermine public confidence in the effectiveness of regulation, as the lack of publicity may cause 

investors to believe that no regulatory action is being taken. For example, in March 2017 SEBI 

announced the completion of a civil proceeding and the imposition of a substantial monetary sanction 
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against a prominent company concerning misconduct in 2007. While SEBI completed its investigation 

of a complex matter and began the legal process through a show cause order in early 2009, non-public 

events delayed the matter for an extended period of time, and the adjudication was not completed for 

several years.  

 

96. While the SEBI Act was not amended to create a private right of action for individuals, a 

private right of action exists under the Company Act. Section 245 of the Companies Act, 2013 

(amended effective 2016) provides a right to bring a class action against the company and its directors 

if they are of the opinion that the affairs of the company are being conducted in a manner prejudicial to 

the interests of the company or its shareholders.  

 

Comments and Recommendations  
 
97. SEBI has developed a robust surveillance system that appears to provide strong analytic 

and investigative support. The combination of the SMARTS system and the DWBIS system, 

developed by SEBI, appears capable of generating useful data concerning virtually any type of trading 

misconduct that is likely to occur on an RSE. Because India’s market and depository infrastructure is 

built around the unique investor trading numbers (PAN), the parties to a trade are immediately 

identifiable, and any attempt by a trader to mask trading patterns by operating through different brokers 

on different exchanges can be quickly revealed. The only limitation of the system is that it is designed 

to function in a T+1 environment. This limitation is not important for core regulatory duties involving 

inspections and investigations. However, it may be significant in one circumstance, a circumstance that 

is very infrequent and exceptional. This is a market crisis event, when trading may become so 

aberrational and chaotic, that a national regulator has an obligation to step forward and act. In such a 

case, access to real-time trading data, consolidated across markets is critical. It is recommended that 

SEBI develop an emergency capacity to link SMARTS and DWBIS into the RSE real-time trading 

systems. As a matter of sound policy SEBI has taken the position that it is the primary responsibility of 

each RSE to conduct real-time market surveillance and to have primary responsibility for managing its 

trading activity.  This is consistent with the assignment of responsibilities in most countries. However, 

the reality is that when a national financial crisis occurs and there are severe market disruptions, the 

government, the private sector, and the general public will look to the national regulator to exercise 

leadership and take appropriate action. In such a crisis environment, inadequate access to real-time data 

may be a serious impediment. 

 

98. Mutual fund distributors should be subject to an appropriate risk-based inspection 

program. Because mutual fund distributors are not directly licensed and regulated by SEBI, they are 

not included in its inspections programs. The AMFI oversight program does not entail periodic 

inspections. It does perform due diligence reviews of distributors on behalf of its members. Chartered 

accounting firms that perform comprehensive on-site inspections of AMCs on behalf of SEBI are 

required to examine selling practices and any incidents of miss-selling. As previously recommended, it 

is important for SEBI to go forward with its plans to create an SRO for mutual fund distributors, 

following completion of the pending litigation concerning this matter. Creation of an appropriate on-

site inspection program should be one component of the overall SRO regulatory initiative. 

 

99. SEBI has undertaken to implement key recommendations in the 2013 Assessment 

pertaining to these principles. As discussed, the inspection program of SEBI and of the RSE is larger 

and more sophisticated in its application of risk-based supervisory measures. The RSE inspection 

programs of its members have benefitted from an increase in staff. The decision by SEBI to use 

chartered accounting firms for inspections of AMCs and mutual funds appears to be an appropriate and 

positive solution to the substantial resource requirements of on-sight inspections of large mutual fund 
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groups. The creation of a specialized court to hear SEBI enforcement actions is an important advance, 

provided that it functions effectively. While SEBI has brought numerous cases to the special court, it 

is still too early to assess its effectiveness. In part this is because of the policy of SEBI to not disclose 

its enforcement actions until an adjudication of the charges has been completed. It is not possible to 

ascertain whether delays in the new court are contributing to the limited number of final dispositions 

publicly available at this time.      

 

100. It is too soon to assess whether the special court for SEBI enforcement actions will 

improve the timeliness of enforcement actions or have a positive impact on effective use of 

criminal prosecutions.  Because the data on SEBI actions filed in the special court combines criminal 

prosecutions with proceedings to enforce SEBI administrative penalties, it is difficult to reach a 

conclusion.  

 

E. Principles 13 -15: Cooperation and Information Exchange 

 
No Commentary provided, as principles were rated fully implemented in 2013 and no additional 

material changes. 

 

F. Principles 16 -17: Issuers 

 

Factual Update  

 
101. The 2013 assessment described the statutory disclosure requirements for public securities 

offerings and for periodic disclosure by public listed companies in line with IOSCO requirements. 

However, the assessment noted that a gap existed in the regulatory review of periodic company filings, 

such as annual and quarterly reports, as well as reports announcing material or price sensitive 

information and debt offering documents. It recommended strengthening RSE enforcement of the 

disclosure requirements in its listing requirements. It was also recommended that SEBI and the RSEs 

should review whether current arrangements to review material events should be strengthened. A 

recommendation was also made to require pro rata purchases of share in a partial tender offer.  

 

102. SEBI continues to focus its efforts on reviewing primary market prospectus offering 

documents for equities. All equities IPOs that will be listed on the main board of an RSE are fully 

reviewed by SEBI staff. SEBI has reduced the time required to review and comment on the offering 

documents, with a target of thirty days to send out its comments. In 2015 SEBI adopted a circular 

revising the format of the abridged prospectus for distribution to potential retail investors. The summary 

prospectus is ten pages long. It contains the following items: details of promoters, business 

model/overview, board of directors, objects of the issue, shareholding pattern, financials on a 

standalone and consolidated basis for the last five years, important internal risk factors, a summary of 

outstanding litigation, claims and regulatory actions and the track record of the merchant bankers 

handling the offering.   Investors may continue to obtain the full prospectus from the merchant banks, 

as well as via the websites of SEBI, the RSEs and the merchant banks. Completed offerings are now 

listed in T+6 days, instead of T+12 days. 

 

103. Debt offering documents are filed with SEBI and with the RSE in which the security is 

listed. While SEBI regulations mandate the information that must be contained in a debt offering 

document (both private and public placements) these documents are not reviewed by SEBI. The RSE 

debt offering review is limited to confirming that all required disclosure topics are included in the 

prospectus. The typical debt offering is a private placement that is listed on an exchange for secondary 
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trading. Issuers of listed debt must file a half-yearly disclosure report with the RSE.  SEBI requires 

75% of the offering to be sold to close the offering.  

 

104. SEBI has revised its eligibility criteria for initial public offers (IPOs). Issuers must be 

profitable for at least three out of the preceding five years, with a minimum average pre-tax operating 

profit during the three most profitable years of INR 15 crore (INR150,000,000). Issuers unable to meet 

this requirement may be eligible to conduct an IPO by allotting at least 75% of the net offer to Qualified 

Institutional Buyers (QIBs). SEBI also permitted issuers to increase by 20% (previously 10%) the net 

offering size without a re-filing requirement. The revised circular also permits issuers to make changes 

that result in a reduction in the size of the offering by more than 20%, provided that SEBI determines 

that the change in use doesn’t increase risk. A maximum of 25% of the proceeds may be assigned a 

general corporate purposes use. SEBI also revised its 20% minimum post-offering ownership 

requirement for promoters (controlling persons) by permitting the use of up to a 10% holding by 

Alternative Investment Funds (AIF) to reach the 20% threshold.  

 

105. SEBI and the RSE have improved their program on listed company compliance with 

requirements concerning timely public disclosure of material events, a problem identified in the 

2011 FSAP. A SEBI circular specifies seven types of events for which a disclosure report must be filed 

and requires companies to file reports for other events that the company considers material. Filings 

must be made as soon as possible, within 24 hours of the event. Disclosures concerning the outcomes 

of company board meetings must be filed within thirty minutes of the completion of the Board meeting. 

The RSE immediately reviews disclosures. If the RSE finds the disclosure unclear or incomplete, it will 

send an email question to the company. The RSE question and the company response are made public. 

Companies are required to promptly update this disclosure until the event is resolved or closed. 

Following a 2014 SEBI inspection of BSE and NSE, listed company disclosure programs, both 

exchanges have increased the listing department staff. The BSE listing department has increased from 

39 to 80. The NSE listing department has grown from 13 to 55 staff. 

 

106. The RSEs are responsible for reviewing annual and quarterly (half-yearly for debt) 

reports and continuous disclosure reports. RSE reviews of these reports focus on ensuring the filing 

was timely and the document is complete. There is a limited qualitative or analytic review of certain 

subjects, such as disclosure concerning corporate governance. SEBI involvement is limited to 

circumstances in which there may be a violation of SEBI regulations codifying RSE listing 

requirements. 

 

107. In 2015, SEBI adopted a circular requiring a designated market infrastructure entity 

(depository, registrar or transfer agent) to file with an RSE all changes in stock ownership for 

promoters and other persons or groups required to disclose stock ownership. The existence of 

investor identification numbers (PAN) make it possible to automate this requirement and eliminate 

inadvertent failures to file these reports. 

 

108. In 2015 SEBI adopted regulations consolidating and streamlining listing requirements 

across all stock exchange segments.   This also resulted in RSE listing agreement requirements being 

converted into a SEBI regulation. The SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) 

Regulations, 2015 covers the substantive listing obligations and disclosure requirements of listed 

companies and aligns these with he disclosure requirements contained in the 2013 amendments of the 

Companies Act. The Regulation also incorporates OECD principles on corporate governance 

(including Board composition) and requires the top 500 listed companies to include a Business 

Responsibility Report focusing on compliance with the nine OECD principles for environmental, social 

and governance issues.  
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109. In Jan 2014, SEBI issued a circular creating a shelf registration process for debt issued.  
The following issuers are eligible: public financial institutions and scheduled banks; issuers authorized 

to make public issue tax free secured bonds; Infrastructure Debt Funds issued by NBFC; and NBFCs 

registered with RBI, housing finance companies registered with the National Housing Bank (NHB) and 

entities which have listed their shares/debentures in the stock exchanges for at least three years. 

 

110. SEBI adopted a regulation mandating electronic voting for shareholders. Listed 

companies are required to provide remote e-voting facilities to its shareholders for all shareholders' 

resolutions.   

 

111. In 2016, SEBI adopted a circular requiring inclusion in an annual report of a statement 

on the impact of an audit qualification. The issuer must disclose the cumulative impact of all the 

audit qualifications on relevant financial items in a separate form called the ‘Statement on Impact of 

Audit Qualifications’. The disclosure must be in tabular form along with the annual audited financial 

results. Management also has the option to give its views on the audit qualifications.  Restatement of 

financials in future years will not be required. 

 

Comments and Recommendations 

 
112. The programs for ongoing review of listed company annual and periodic reports to 

enforce compliance should be strengthened. SEBI and the RSE have improved their enforcement of 

compliance by listed companies with RSE listing requirements, in particular timely public disclosure 

of notices pertaining to material events, a problem identified in the 2011 FSAP. However, the programs 

for ongoing review of listed company annual and periodic reports to enforce compliance should be 

strengthened. While the RSE listed company disclosure programs appear to be improved, the function 

they perform is limited. They track whether the documents are filed and whether the filer has provided 

something in all required areas. They do not assess the quality or the appropriateness of the information 

disclosed. In virtually every stock market in the world the amount of money that retail investors invest 

through purchases and sales in the secondary market is many times greater than the amount invested 

through the IPO process. Secondary market trading is based upon the disclosures that listed companies 

provide in annual reports, and other periodic filings rather than the information that was originally 

disclosed in the IPO prospectus. A regulator should devote significant resources to reviewing these 

reports and promoting corporate compliance. SEBI should develop a system for selective review of 

listed company annual and periodic reports based upon a risk-based selection methodology.   

 

113. The transfer of legal authority over public listed company reporting from the Ministry of 

Corporate Affairs (MCA) to SEBI would greatly facilitate accomplishment of this 

recommendation. Such a transfer of authority would be a reflection of MCA’s long-standing practice 

of refraining from actively regulating disclosure compliance by companies listed on an RSE. The 2011 

IOSCO Assessment noted the same concern and suggested the transfer of authority as an appropriate 

step.  

 

G. Principles 18 – 21: Accounting and Auditors 

 

Factual Update  

 
114. The convergence of Indian GAAP with International Financial Reporting Standards 

(IFRS) has been completed and a phased implementation of the new standards has begun.  listed 
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companies (excluding banks) were required to apply Ind AS (the name for the new standards) beginning 

on April 1, 2016. On April 1, 2017, all companies (including banks) must adopt Ind AS.   

 

115. Ind AS includes five non-converged standards. They pertain to issues in which India believes 

that country-specific accounting and business practices require a degree of deviation from international 

norms, at least for the near-term. An example cited is accounting for gains/losses from a business 

combination. Ind AS includes the difference between the purchase price and the fair value of the assets 

acquired in a company capital reserve, while IFRS 3 treats gains as a profit, while costs above fair value 

is recognized as good will.  

 

116. The 2013 assessment highlighted the importance of strengthening regulatory oversight to 

ensure that listed companies adhere to its accounting standards and that India’s auditing firms 

comply with national audit standards. Most importantly the 2013 assessment recommended 

improved coordination between SEBI and MCA, and the need to strengthen the powers and operations 

of various professional and government sponsored bodies that play vital roles in promoting compliance 

with national accounting and auditing standards. 

 

117. While MCA has the legal status of national accounting standards setter, it relies on the 

Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) to perform the necessary technical work and 

to act as the profession’s licensing body and disciplinary body. The ICAI performs technical 

standard setting through its Accounting Standards Board and its Auditing and Assurance Board.   

 

118. The Quality Review Board (QRB) is charged with overseeing audit quality. Its eleven-

member Board includes six persons appointed by MCA and five appointed by ICAI. SEBI requires all 

firms that audit listed companies to have a QRB Peer Review certificate. QRB peer reviews are 

conducted by chartered accountants hired by the QRB. The cost of the peer review is paid for by the 

QRB from funds contributed by the ICAI. This funding arrangement may affect whether QRB is an 

“independent oversight body. The 2013 amendments to the Company Act authorized creation of 

another auditing oversight body, the National Financial Reporting Authority (NFRA). As of 2017, 

NFRA has not been established.  

 

119. The Financial Reporting Review Board (FRRB) is an ICAI committee, composed of five 

ICAI National Council members and five government appointees. The FRRB performs off-site 

desk reviews of listed company financial statements, typically on a 3-5 year cycle, or after a specific 

referral from a government regulatory, including RBI, SEBI, IRDA or MCA. If the review indicates 

problems with the financial statement, the matter is referred back to the originating agency and or to 

the appropriate ICAI disciplinary review committee. 

 

120. The ICAI disciplinary process may impose practice sanctions on a member, including 

temporary or permanent removal of a license. An individual may also be fined up to a maximum of 

INR 500,000. The ICAI may not take action against an entire firm, only an individual. Limited 

information is available about the number and severity of sanctions imposed. A list on the ICAI website, 

includes the names of seventeen persons, as of July 2015. The sanctions imposed ranged from 

permanent removal to fifteen-days removal. The list did not provide information on the specific 

misconduct and the dates of some sanctions suggest that the list is a running total spanning a number 

of years.  

 

121. In 2016 SEBI adopted a new policy governing the use of qualified audit reports by listed 

companies. Under the new policy, a company must provide appropriate disclosure on the quantifiable 
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impact of the portion of the financial statement giving rise to the qualification.  The 2013 assessment 

suggested that the practice of issuing qualified audit reports should be eliminated. 

 

122. The Companies Act amendments of 2013 established auditor independence standards 

(section 141) and a mandatory auditor rotation cycle for listed companies (section 139). The 

auditor independence standards incorporate the standard list of disqualifying conditions (e.g. stock 

ownership, outstanding loans, employment of immediate relatives). The new auditor rotation cycle 

restricts an individual audit partner to one five-year period, and two five-year periods for an audit firm.  

 

Comments and Recommendations  
  
123. Adoption and implementation of IFRS is a positive improvement. While India has not 

adopted five IFRS standards, this should not be viewed too harshly. It is not uncommon for countries 

to delay adoption of some number of standards, as the impact may be too great and interfere with the 

transition. It is recommended that a timetable be set for adoption of the five remaining principles. It is 

also too early to comment on the quality and uniformity of company compliance. In the first phase only 

the largest listed companies (excluding banks) filed an annual report with financial statements prepared 

under IFRS.  

 

124. It is recommended that an oversight body for auditors be established that meets IOSCO 

standards for independence. The 2011 IOSCO assessment recommended that mechanisms to enforce 

compliance with auditing standards should be strengthened. It noted that the Quality Review Board, 

once it was created, might be a step in the right direction. Also noted was the possibility that the QRB 

might not be sufficiently independent to meet the IOSCO standards. While the QRB is operating and 

conducting peer reviews of member firms, it is not performing all of the function of a professional 

oversight body. Because its budget is paid for by the ICAI, which also controls its governance, it would 

not meet the IOSCO standards. The National Financial Reporting Authority (NFRA), authorized in 

2013 legislation, still has not been established and empanelled by MCA.  
 

H. Principles 22 – 23: Credit Rating Agencies and Information Providers 

 

Factual Update  

 
125. SEBI has continued to strengthen its credit rating agency (CRA) regulatory program. 

SEBI CRA licenses no longer require renewal after three years. In 2013 it issued a circular providing 

guidelines for CRA on managing possible conflicts of interest. The seven registered CRA were required 

to develop and implement internal policies and procedures addressing the guidelines by October 2013. 

The SEBI guidelines focused on conflicts that might arise from ownership of securities rated by the 

company. CRA are required to establish stock ownership reporting requirements for employees, a prior 

approval process for purchases and sale, a prohibition on ownership of stock by an employee involved 

in rating that stock, and a clear prohibition on employees using confidential information for personal 

benefit. SEBI regulations do not include a requirement that CRAs must establish a risk management 

function for identifying, assessing, monitoring and reporting risks from its activities, a policy include 

in the IOSCO Code of Conduct for CRAs. 

 

126. SEBI conducts on-site inspections of CRAs. The focus of these inspections is on maintenance 

of documentation relied upon in the rating process, adherence to CRA internal operating manuals and 

records demonstrating compliance with applicable SEBI regulations and circulars. SEBI has issued 

administrative warming/deficiency letters following several inspections. While there have been no 
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enforcement actions based on an on-site inspection, SEBI has reported that two enforcement actions 

this year are based on off-site supervision. 

 
Sl. 

No. 
FY 

No. of inspections 

conducted by SEBI 

1 2011-12 5 

2 2012-13 5 

3 2013-14 5 

4 2014-15 1 

5 2015-16 3 

6 2016-17 1 

 
127. In 2014, SEBI adopted regulations requiring securities research analysts to register with 

SEBI after passing a qualifying examination, and establishing conflict and conduct requirements. 

The SEBI rules extend to a wide range of research and information provider functions, including proxy 

advisory services. The rules prohibit analysts from participating in sales and marketing of securities 

rated, of providing analyst reports on companies within 40 days of an IPO underwritten by their firm 

or related parties. As of March 2017, 372 research analysts were registered with SEBI, an increase from 

261 registered in 2016 and 26 registered as of 2015. SEBI research analyst regulations exempt certain 

entities that are registered and regulated in other ways, such as stockbrokers, investment advisors and 

portfolio managers. 

 

128. SEBI also regulates persons and entities maintaining centralized KYC (know your client) 

registration agencies (KRA). The concept of KYC in India is narrower than in other countries such 

as the U.S. where KYC encompasses an understanding of an investor’s investment strategy, investment 

time horizon and risk appetite and other information necessary to advise an investor. In India KYC 

refers to basic investor identification information necessary to obtain a unique ID number for securities 

trading (PAN) and to comply with anti-money laundering requirements. 

 

129. The two CRA that provide debt pricing information to mutual funds and other 

investment managers are not separately rated as research analysts or information providers. 

 

I. Principles 24 -27: Collective Investment Schemes 

 

Factual Update  

 
130. The 2014 amendments to the SEBI Act clarified that SEBI has jurisdiction over any form 

of pooled investment product with a pool of assets greater in value than INR100 crore 

(INR1,000,000,000). This addresses a recommendation in the 2011 assessment. 

 

131. SEBI has developed a risk-based inspection program, incorporating thematic inspections, 

conducted by third party chartered accounting firms. The accounting firms are selected from a list 

of firms approved for audit of a bank. A different firm is selected for each mutual fund group audited 

in a given year. While fund groups selected for a comprehensive inspection are determined using the 

risk-based matrix, SEBI inspects every fund group at least once in a four-year cycle. The onsite process 

is intensive, sometimes taking as long as 4 – 6 weeks. SEBI coordinates the activities of the firms by 

providing a standardized term of reference as well as guidance concerning aspects or higher attention 

at a specific fund group and also visits the firm during the inspection process. In addition to 

comprehensive inspections, SEBI uses its own staff to conduct thematic inspections of specific topics, 

often at several firms. During the past four years SEBI conducted six thematic inspections of multiple 
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firms. The SEBI program directly addresses shortcomings identified in the 2013 assessment and 

responds to the assessments recommendations.   

 

132. SEBI has upgraded its off-site supervisory program and uses it in the calculation of asset 

management company risk factors. Information maintained for off-site supervision can often form 

the basis for an off-site thematic review. Mutual fund groups must comply with detailed internal 

controls standards. Exception reports are submitted to the AMC Board, and then to the Board of 

Trustees. The information is also included in bi-monthly compliance reports and semi-annual trustee 

reports filed with SEBI.   

 

133. SEBI has adopted rigorous regulatory standards for its two categories of money market 

funds. Liquid Schemes may only invest in assets with a maximum 91-day maturity. Other money 

market mutual funds (MMMF) may invest in assets with maturities up to one year. All MMMF and 

Liquid scheme funds must apply fair value pricing principles in calculating daily NAV. While stable 

value pricing of shares is not permitted in India, securities with a residual maturity of 60 days or less 

can be valued on an amortization basis if consistent with the fund’s fair valuation policy.  

 

134. As a component of its systemic risk program, SEBI requires both MMMF and Liquid 

Scheme funds to be stress tested monthly. The stress testing guidelines mandate testing the impact 

of the following risk parameters on daily NAV of the concerned schemes: Interest rate risk, credit risk 

and liquidity & redemption risk. The fund group’s Board of Trustees is required to report compliance 

with these guidelines and steps taken to deal with adverse situations, if any, in a half yearly trustee 

report submitted to SEBI. 

 

135. Another policy designed to reduce systemic risk is the application of maximum exposure 

limits for each fund at the sector level, the conglomerate or affiliate group level and at the issuer 

level. A mutual Fund may not have total exposure of debt schemes in any group exceeding 20% of the 

net assets of the scheme. This investment limit may be extended to 25% of the net assets of the scheme 

with the prior approval of the Board of Trustees. Fund exposure to a single sector is 25% of NAV, with 

a 15% of NAV exposure limit for HFCs in the finance sector total. Maximum exposure to a single 

issuer is 10% of NAV extendable to 12% of NAV with the prior approval of the Board of Trustees and 

the Board of Asset Management Company. 

 

136. SEBI revised its custodians regulations with regard to mutual funds. No custodian in which 

the sponsor or its associates hold 50% or more of the voting rights of the share capital of the custodian 

or where 50% or more of the directors of the custodian represent the interest of the sponsor or its 

associates, shall act as custodian for a mutual fund constituted by the same sponsor or any of its 

associates or subsidiary company. However, if the sponsor holds 50% or more of the voting rights of 

the share capital of the custodian, the custodian may act as custodian for that mutual fund, provided the 

following conditions to ensure independence of the custodians are met: 

 

• The sponsor should have a net worth of at least INR 20,000 crore (INR200,000,000,000) at all 

time. 

• 50% or more of the directors of the custodian do not represent the interest of the sponsor or its 

associates. 

• Neither the custodian nor the asset management company of a mutual fund shall be a subsidiary 

of each other. 

• No person shall be a director of both the custodian and the asset management company of a 

mutual fund. 
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• The custodian and the asset management company of a mutual fund shall sign an undertaking 

that they will act independently of each other in their dealings with the schemes. 

 

137. In 2016, SEBI regulations adopted a requirement that asset management companies 

disclose executive compensation at the AMC level to mutual fund investors. The disclosure must 

include the name, designation and remuneration of the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Chief 

Investment Officer (CIO) and Chief Operations Officer (COO) or their corresponding equivalent, and 

all employees whose annual remuneration was equal to or above INR 60 lakh for that financial year.  

They must also disclose the ratio of the CEO's remuneration to the median remuneration of MF/AMC 

employees.46  

 

138. In 2016, SEBI increased the minimum net worth requirement for AMCs to create and 

manage funds to INR 50 crore (INR 500,000,000), from INR10 crore (INR100,000,000). Mutual 

funds specializing only in infrastructure debt funds (IDFs) are exempted from this increase. SEBI-

registered AMCs with a net worth less than INR50 crore (INR500,000,000) were provided three years 

to reach the new minimum. During this transition time they are permitted to launch no more than 2 new 

open-ended schemes per year. 

 

139. The minimum subscription amount for new debt mutual funds and for new balanced 

mutual funds is at least INR 20 crore (INR200,000,000). For other funds the minimum is at least 

INR 10 crore (INR100,000,000) at the time of the offer. Open-ended debt funds must also maintain a 

minimum AAUM of INR 20 crore (INR200,000,000) on a half-yearly rolling basis. Existing open-

ended debt funds falling below the new minimum AAUM have six months in which to comply. If the 

new minimum is not reached the Board of Trustees will have to merge the fund or begin the process of 

winding up the fund.  

 

140. AMCs are required to send to all fund investors a semi-annual consolidated account 

statement (September/ March) detailing all holdings in all mutual funds in the AMC group. 
AMCs must also provide shareholders with a consolidated statement of all transactions and holdings 

in all mutual funds in the AMC group held by an investor at the end of a month in which a transaction 

occurred in an account. Customer account statements are available daily on the fund’s website.  

 

141. SEBI has adopted an extensive series of investor disclosure requirements. Some are 

required in a fund prospectus. All are required to be made available on the fund’s website. Each MF is 

required to have a dashboard on their website providing performance and key disclosures pertaining to 

each scheme managed by AMC. The information should include scheme’s AUM, investment objective, 

expense ratios, portfolio details, and scheme’s past performance, among others. The information must 

be provided in a comparable, downloadable (spreadsheet) and machine-readable format. A full 

statement of the entire fund portfolio must be posted monthly on its website before the tenth day of the 

succeeding month. Funds must depict in offering and disclosure materials a “riskometer” picture with 

5 levels of risk. The fund must identify which category appropriately depicts the level of risk in any 

specific scheme. 

 

142. SEBI regulates methods for fund pricing of illiquid securities. For illiquid debt, a fund must 

rely upon 2 private valuation services. Both services are registered with SEBI as a credit rating agency 

(CRA). SEBI doesn’t have a separate registration process for pricing services. The pricing models both 

services use has become more sophisticated over time. Initially it was largely based on spread 

                                                 
46 In April 2017, following the completion of the FSAP mission, SEBI revised this regulation, including disclosure for the ten 

highest-paid employees for the financial year and all employees whose annual compensation was equal to or above INR 1 

crore and two lakh rupees for that financial year.   
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determinations with applicable government securities. The model now incorporates company specific 

data on more than 4000 debt issues for several years.   

 

143. In 2012 SEBI adopted a fair valuation policy for illiquid equities and other fund assets 

for which a market price or a pricing service price are not available. The AMC Board must adopt 

the fair value policy, including the circumstances when it will be used. When valuing non-traded and/or 

thinly traded equity securities, the policy must consider three different pricing methods and select the 

lowest of the three: (1) calculate net worth; (2) calculate the price based upon the P/E ratio per share 

for the industry sector; or (3) calculate the average of the first two methods minus 10% for illiquidity. 

SEBI regulations provide that the AMC and the sponsor of the mutual fund are liable to compensate 

the affected investors and/or the scheme for any unfair treatment to any investor as a result of 

inappropriate valuation.  

 

144. Mutual funds are sold primarily by third party distributors, who are not directly 

regulated by SEBI. These distributors must comply with SEBI mutual funds sales practice 

regulations., It is estimated that more than 60% of all mutual funds sales are made by distributors. 

There are more than 60,000 distributors registered with AMFI. This includes large companies such as 

banks that employ many sales people, and smaller firms that may only employ a few people or operate 

as sole proprietors. Although this topic should be considered under the IOSCO principles on regulations 

of intermediaries, it is discussed in this section because it is integral to the mutual fund sector and its 

regulation.  

 

145. SEBI has adopted an indirect regulatory system through its regulation of mutual funds. 

SEBI has determined not to directly regulate distributors, although some numbers of distributors are 

registered with SEBI as another type of intermediary, such as an investment advisor or through 

employment at a stockbroker. A distributor or an employee of a distributor must pass a special 

qualification exam and then register with the Association of Mutual Funds of India (AMFI). AMFI 

provides a unique ID number and maintains a registry of licensed distributors. With the assistance of 

SEBI and the mutual fund industry, AMFI has adopted a Distributor’s Code of Conduct that must be 

complied with. However, AMFI lacks the authority to impose money penalties or order disgorgement. 

SEBI may bring an enforcement action and impose a penalty or require disgorgement if there is a mis-

selling scheme for mutual funds.  

 

146. AMFI manages a single due diligence process for all of its members. SEBI requires all 

mutual funds to conduct a due diligence investigation of a distributor prior to contracting for the sale 

of its funds by the distributor. A heightened due diligence process must be used for the largest 

distributors. The due diligence must examine a distributor’s sales practices and its internal controls. 

AMFI hires chartered accounting firms to perform a due diligence review of each distributor. Every 

AMFI member relies upon this review. The review must be conducted at least every five years. 

 

147. SEBI has adopted rigorous regulations on mutual fund fees and expenses and on the 

disclosure of fees and expenses. Front-end fees (loads) are prohibited by SEBI regulation.  The 

maximum back end redemption fee is generally 1% for sales less than one year after purchase. Money 

derived from this fee must be deposited into the scheme's assets and can’t be retained by an AMC. All 

other expenses must be combined into a single total expense ratio (TER), including commissions paid 

to distributors. SEBI has set a maximum TER for each category of fund. Funds are permitted to charge 

a TER below the maximum. Funds are also permitted to charge a lower TER for investments made 

directly with the fund instead of through a distributor. SEBI requires funds to disclose the TER for both 

direct and distributor purchases. Distributors are required to disclose to customers all commission rates 

paid to them by every mutual fund they distribute. This enables investors to compare. Further, SEBI in 
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2016 mandated that the semi-annual CAS provided to investors must disclose the actual commission 

paid to distributors for each mutual fund held by the investor.   

 

148. SEBI has used its expense regulations to incentivize mutual funds to engage in investor 

education. In order to have greater and more focused investor education programs, mutual funds/ 

AMCs are required to annually set apart at least 2 basis points on daily net assets within the maximum 

limit of Total Expense Ratio (TER) for use on investor education. 

 

149. SEBI is encouraging AMCs to actively market mutual funds in small cities and rural 

areas.  To expand mutual fund sales in smaller cities and rural areas SEBI permits AMCs to increase 

its TER up to 30bps if the new inflows from beyond top 15 cities are at least (a) 30% of gross new 

inflows in the scheme or (b) 15% of the average assets under management (year to date) of the scheme, 

whichever is higher.  

 

150. In 2012 SEBI adopted a circular designed to expand the pool of distributors to increase 

national penetration of mutual fund. While India’s mutual fund sector has grown dramatically in 

recent years, its overall size is still small as a percentage of GDP. SEBI has adopted a simplified 

qualification exam for distributors selling basic mutual funds. The goal is to increase 'feet-on-street' 

distributors by encouraging and enabling postal agents, retired officials from government, banks, and 

retired teachers to become distributors in underserved areas.  

 

151. SEBI has also approved another innovation to improve the redemption process for 

mutual fund shares. Mutual fund redemptions and subscriptions may be made via a dedicated 

platform, set up by the BSE/NSE. Investors are able to utilize this redemption process via a member 

brokerage firm where they have an account. Some funds are experimenting with a system of instant 

access, which would enable mutual fund investors to electronically receive funds immediately. SEBI 

recently published a circular (May 2017) that addresses such issues as NAV calculation, disclosure 

requirements and mutual fund liquidity management. SEBI also adopted limits on individual investor 

daily redemptions of the lesser of INR 50,000 or 90% on an investor’s assets in the specific fund. 

 

152. SEBI has set minimum AAUM for debt mutual funds and has increased minimum capital 

requirements for mutual funds from INR 10 crore (INR100,000,000) to INR 50 crore 

(INR500,000,000). SEBI is concerned about AMCs launching multiple mutual fund schemes that are 

too similar in nature. To avoid investor confusion due to a multiplicity of similar funds, SEBI has on 

occasion declined to approve a new mutual fund scheme if it believes the new scheme is too similar to 

or duplicative of a fund already in the fund group. To achieve the same goal, SEBI, in some specific 

situations, also has instructed fund groups to consolidate similar mutual fund schemes in the group that 

have the same investment objectives, even if the funds have materially different performance records. 

SEBI also requires trustees of the mutual fund to ensure that each scheme that is launched is a new 

product and is not a minor modification of any existing scheme/fund/product. 

 

153. Advertising is strictly regulated on a “principle” based approach. Specific funds or specific 

fund groups are strictly prohibited from including celebrity endorsement in ads and may not even 

include a fund performance rating from a third party, even when they are not compensated (e.g. 

Morningstar an Lipper). Recently, SEBI has permitted celebrity endorsements of mutual funds at the 

industry level, as a financial product. Prior approval by SEBI is required for celebrity advertisements.  
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Comments and Recommendations  
 
154. SEBI might wish to consider whether price vending activity should be regulated and 

therefore whether specific regulations should be prescribed on entities currently performing such 

services. The use of independent price vendors to provide mutual funds with prices on illiquid securities 

for the purpose of calculating NAV is well-established in a number of countries. A major advantage of 

this approach is that it improves the uniformity and consistency of the prices used by competing mutual 

funds. Investors benefit because it is easier to compare mutual fund valuations and performance. 

However, for this approach to be effective, it is important that the price vendors are subject to regulatory 

oversight to ensure they are performing their function consistently with regulatory requirements for 

determining prices of illiquid securities. 

 

155. SEBI should pursue its plan to establish an SRO to oversee and regulate mutual fund 

distributors. While the AMFI program is an innovative response to a significant regulatory challenge, 

it raises a question as to whether AMFI is operating as a self-regulatory organization (SRO) and should 

be licensed and regulated as one. SEBI has examined the question and intends to create an SRO for 

distributors. However, the issue is in litigation and further action is delayed until the resolution of the 

litigation. It is recommended that SEBI move forward on this initiative as soon as the litigation is 

concluded. As part of this process, it is recommended that careful consideration be given to ensuring 

that the SRO has an appropriate and independent governance structure. Consideration should also be 

given to whether AMFI, or a successor SRO, should expand its registry of distributors and collect 

information concerning misconduct by individuals engaging in fraudulent or deceptive mis-selling of 

mutual funds. The issue of enforcement and disciplinary powers and the need for ongoing on-site 

inspections of distributors also must be examined. This recommendation is also discussed under 

Principle 9 on Self-regulatory Organizations. 24 – 27.  

 

156. There is a fine and imprecise line between regulations that protect investors and 

regulations that intrude in legitimate business decision and operations. Drawing that line 

appropriately is an ongoing component of regulation that is never completed. Prudential regulatory 

policies that have an indirect effect of limiting the number of mutual funds, or that result in the 

consolidation of similar types of smaller mutual funds, or that specify investment standards for 

categories of mutual funds of a particular type which have the effect of funds investing in lockstep may 

be appropriate in the early stages of mutual fund development within a country. Over time, as the sector 

matures and investors gain confidence in investment vehicles, the benefits of regulations that restrict 

investor choices or competition between funds and fund groups may diminish. For this reason 

regulators should periodically reexamine rules and policies that were designed for sound prudential 

policies to assess whether a requirement has contributed to such unintended consequences as limiting 

the number of similar funds in a fund group; that require funds to have a certain minimum asset size; 

or that indirectly restrict portfolio investment strategies, diversification, and concentration so that 

competing funds are indistinguishable. It is recommended that SEBI should periodically examine its 

comprehensive prudential and investor protection rules for mutual funds and assess whether it is 

appropriate to provide greater flexibility to mutual fund groups and to increase investors’ choices. 

 

157. It is recommended that SEBI reexamine its prohibition on the use of independent third 

party ratings of funds. It may be appropriate to relax strict limitations on advertising that prohibit the 

use of third party non-compensated fund rankings or other information that is not false or misleading. 

Such statements would, of course, continue to be subject to general anti-fraud standards prohibiting the 

use of false or misleading information.   
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J. Principle 28: Hedge Funds 

 

Factual Update 

 
158. In 2012, following publication of a detailed white paper and extensive industry 

consultation, SEBI adopted a comprehensive regulatory structure for alternative investment 

funds (AIF). The term AIF encompasses a wide array of investment products offered in other countries 

under such names as hedge funds, venture capital funds, private equity funds, social venture funds, real 

estate funds, SME funds and infrastructure funds. In 2013 SEBI augmented this regulatory structure 

with a circular that specified operational, prudential and reporting guidelines for the three subcategories 

of AIF. Funds may be structured as a trust, body corporate or LLP. The sponsor/creator of an AIF may 

create and operate multiple investment funds. Since 2012, seventeen category III AIF have registered 

with SEBI, with initial assets totaling U.S. $2 billion. 

 

159. Category I AIF consists of funds created to make socially or economically preferred 

investments. Examples of such funds include venture capital funds, social venture funds, SME funds 

and infrastructure funds. Category I AIF must be structured as a closed-end fund. It cannot borrow 

(except for temporary purposes) or make leveraged investments.  

 

160. Category II AIF are closed-end funds that invest primarily in unlisted securities. They are 

prohibited from borrowing or using leverage (except for temporary purposes). Examples include private 

equities funds, real estate funds and funds invested in private placement unlisted debt. 

 

161. Category III AIF have the greatest investment flexibility but the most detailed reporting 

and prudential requirements. They may be structured as open or closed end funds and may borrow 

funds for investment and utilize leverage for investment (maximum 2x), including derivative products. 

While providing Category II funds with the broadest investment flexibility, SEBI operating guidelines 

impose the most stringent reporting requirements on Category III AIF. Category III AIF that engage in 

leveraged transactions must submit a monthly report to SEBI and to its investors disclosing the entire 

investment portfolio and providing a fair value price for each investment. Other AIF must submit the 

report quarterly. Category III AIF applying leverage must also have an appropriate risk management 

framework, an independent compliance function, maintain detailed trade records, and comply with 

detailed disclosure and transparency requirements. 

 

162. SEBI regulations control who may invest and the size of investments. Funds may have no 

more than 1000 investors, with a minimum investment amount of INR ten million rupees. The 

minimum asset size of an AIF is INR20 crore (INR200,000,000. Also the sponsor/manager is required 

to invest and maintain for the life of the fund a minimum investment of 2.5% of total asset pool or INR5 

crore (INR50,000,000), whichever is lower. The minimum sponsor investment for a Category III AIF 

is increased to the lower of 5% of total assets or INR10 crore (INR100,000,000).  

 

163. SEBI regulations impose other limitations on AIF. For example, closed end funds under 

Categories I and II must have a minimum life of three years.  These categories cannot invest more than 

25% of assets in a single entity. Category III is restricted to a maximum of 10% in a single entity. All 

AIF must prepare a detailed offering document provided to investors and filed with SEBI.  

 

164. In 2013 SEBI published specific rules for a subcategory of Category I AIF, Angel Funds. 

SEBI requires that every investor in an Angel fund must have early stage investment experience or 

experience as a serial entrepreneur or be a senior management professional with 10 years of experience. 

Individual investors must have net tangible assets of at least INR2 crore (INR20,000,000) and corporate 
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investors must have INR10 crore (INR100,000,000) net worth or be a registered Alternative Investment 

Fund (AIF)/Venture Capital Fund. The minimum investment size is INR2.5 million. The minimum 

asset size must be INR10 crore (INR100,000,000). Angel funds may not invest in in entities more than 

5 years old, have a turnover not exceeding INR25 crore (INR250,000,000), are not promoted, sponsored 

or related to an industrial group whose group turnover is in excess of INR300 crore 

(INR3,000,000,000), and have no family connection with the investors proposing to invest in the 

company. Investment in an investee company by an angel fund shall be not less than INR2,500,000 and 

more than INR 50,000,000 and shall be required to be held for a period of at least one years. 

 

Comments and Recommendations 

 
165. SEBI AIF regulations are detailed and extremely robust. Many of the requirements 

designed to provide prudential safeguards might be considered unnecessarily restrictive and 

inappropriate for investment products marketed to an extremely small set of very high net worth 

investors. Without offering an opinion on whether this is an optimal framework for this type of 

investment product, it is recommended that SEBI examine how these regulations have influenced the 

development and growth of the products. In particular, it might be interesting to see if this more 

extensive regulatory model has resulted in the movement of these products to foreign domiciles and 

impeded the availability of funding for development in India.  

 

K. Principles 29 – 32: Market Intermediaries 

 

Factual Update 

 
166. SEBI has made positive refinements to its regulatory system for intermediaries, which 

has different licensing categories based on functional distinctions. A fifth category, investment 

advisors, was created in 2013. Currently 617 investment advisory firms are registered with SEBI. These 

firms and individuals are advisory only. They are not permitted to hold or direct transactions in client 

funds. SEBI also has lower licensing requirements (and minimum capital requirements) for sub-

brokers. These are a limited form of stockbroker that acts only as an introducing intermediary between 

its clients and another broker firm through which all transactions occur and all books and records are 

maintained. In 2012 SEBI streamlined its licensing system, providing a single stockbroker license that 

is effective for multiple stock exchanges. As part of its post-FMC merger regulatory agenda, SEBI is 

licensing commodity derivatives brokers. It has created a permanent license to replace the FMC five-

year license. SEBI is also seeking an amendment to the SEBI Act to enable it to consolidate the 

stockbroker license and the commodity derivatives broker license. SEBI anticipates that the 

consolidated licensee would be permitted to have a single consolidated balance sheet entailing netting 

of off-setting hedge positions across the cash and futures markets. Persons and entities are permitted to 

hold licenses in multiple categories. 

 

167. SEBI has expanded its own on-site inspection program for stockbrokers using its risk-

based methodology. The 2013 assessment described a SEBI inspection program that was limited in 

scope and focus. On-site SEBI inspections of stockbrokers focused on “purpose-drive” and thematic 

inspections to augment its traditional reliance on RSE inspection programs of its member stockbrokers. 

However, the RSE inspection programs were limited in scope by insufficient resources. Also, SEBI did 

not routinely inspect MB’s or PMs. and SEBI had not developed a risk-based process for selection 

firms to inspect. As described in the comments for principles 10 – 12, SEBI has greatly expanded its 

on-site risk-based and thematic inspection program to encompass all licensed intermediaries. It has also 

required the RSE to allocate greater resources to on-site inspection of member stockbrokers and to 
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increase the number of routine inspections, using inspection protocols developed collaboratively with 

SEBI.  

 

168. SEBI regulations establish separate minimum capital requirements for the following 

categories of intermediaries: brokers, underwriters, merchant bankers, portfolio managers and 

investment advisors. Brokers are also required to meet higher minimum capital requirements, and 

position-based deposit and margin limits if they are members of an RSE with higher requirements. The 

2013 assessment rated principle 22 (now principle 30) partly implemented, as the overall capital 

minimum regime lacked sufficient risk-weighting adjustments. SEBI increased its minimum 

requirements shortly after the assessment mission. However, it did not dramatically alter its approach 

to risk weighting.  

 

169. SEBI has determined that important characteristics of the Indian regulatory and market 

system reduce the need for greater risk-weighted capital adjustment. Most significantly in India 

there is a unique customer identification number system based on a Permanent Account Number 

(PAN47) through which its central depository maintains all securities in segregated accounts specific to 

each beneficial owner (individuals and legal entities) and linked to all intermediary account maintained 

by that person or legal entity. This reduces the risk to customers resulting from financial problems of 

an intermediary. Complementing this system are SEBI regulations that prohibit certain intermediary 

categories, including investment advisors, from controlling customer accounts or directly ordering 

transactions in these accounts. This further reduces the risk to customers from an intermediary 

experiencing capital shortfalls. While stockbrokers have a greater direct impact on customer accounts 

through trade execution services, the RSEs monitor member open positions and trading volume 

dynamically and adjust firm deposit and margin requirements; thus, achieving an equivalent risk-based 

capital method. RSEs are also required to send investors a confirmation of any transaction on the day 

it occurs. In this way, investors will be immediately alerted to an unauthorized transaction.  

 

170. SEBI imposes lower capital adequacy requirements for certain categories of 

intermediaries based upon the low risk nature of some business models. For example, SEBI has 

concluded that merchant banks (MB) and underwriters in India practice a low risk business model. In 

India securities offerings are typically conducted on best efforts rather than a firm commitment basis. 

As a result, the MB/underwriter has limited risk if an offering is not closed. SEBI believes that the low 

minimum capital for a MB/underwriter of INR20 lakhs coupled with a risk adjustment limiting total 

underwriting obligations to 20x net worth is sufficient for India’s low risk underwriting business 

environment.  

 

171. SEBI has made several changes to its requirements for internal controls, external audits, 

and periodic reporting to SEBI. All registered categories of intermediaries must have a robust set of 

internal controls, an internal compliance officer, and mandatory reporting to the entity Board of 

Directors of all control breaches. The internal control/compliance function may not be outsourced by a 

firm. Semi-annual external audits of the internal control systems are required for all categories except 

MBs. SEBI has determined that an external audit requirement for MBs is unnecessary because of the 

low risk nature of the business.  

 

 

 

                                                 
47 Permanent Account Number (PAN) is a ten-digit alphanumeric number, issued in the form of a laminated card, by the 

Income Tax Department, to any "person" who applies for it or to whom the department allots the number without an 

application. PAN enables the department to link all transactions of the "person" with the department. 
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Comments and Recommendations 

 
172. SEBI should consider developing a coordination plan with the RSE for conducting 

routine inspections. On-site inspections consume significant resources. Even with a strong risk-based 

supervision methodology it is difficult to inspect all firms annually. For this reason, it is desirable that 

SEBI inspections and RSE inspections do not select the same firms for annual routine inspections. More 

than one routine inspection in a single year would not be the optimal use of resources. An approach 

used in other countries is for regulators to coordinate in the selection of firms to inspect. One regulatory 

body would be designated the lead inspection entity for a member firm. The results of the inspection 

would be shared with other inspection programs. In addition to improving overall efficiency, it would 

also benefit the firms subject to regulation, as the same firm would not be the subject of more than one 

non-for cause inspection annually.  This coordinating approach would apply only to routine inspections. 

Each regulator would have the option of conducting thematic or for cause inspections when appropriate.   

 

173. It is recommended that SEBI consider strengthening its capital level reporting 

requirements. It appears that SEBI’s conclusion that its current approach to capital requirements is 

appropriate to its markets is reasonable. The existence of the PAN that uniquely identifies each and 

every investor, every trade, and provides for individually identified and segregated depository accounts 

for each investor provides substantial protection that is not found in other countries. In addition, the 

requirement that all RSE’s must send an electronic confirmation for each trade in an investor’s account 

provides additional and substantial protection against unauthorized trading or misappropriation of 

investor funds. While the capital level requirements may be acceptable, consideration should be given 

to strengthening the timeliness of periodic capital reporting requirements and to adoption of a special 

early warning reporting requirement. The 2013 assessment recommended that SEBI require quarterly 

instead of semi-annual capital reports from licensees and require all intermediaries to immediately 

notify SEBI if the actual capital falls below a certain threshold above the regulatory minimum. This is 

an important recommendation as it is central to a comprehensive systemic risk management system. 

 

174. SEBI should develop an internal contingency plan for dealing with the failure of an 

intermediary. As discussed in the 2013 assessment and the comments above on minimum capital 

requirements, financial intermediaries appear to adhere to low-risk business models. It is not surprising 

that SEBI reports that only one intermediary has failed during the past three years, a pattern that extends 

for many years and includes the period around the 2008 global financial crisis. Furthermore, the 

existence of the PAN system for segregated, individual depository accounts that are not linked to a 

single intermediary substantially reduces the likelihood and potential impact of a financial failure by 

an intermediary. For these reasons SEBI has not developed an internal “action plan” specifying 

immediate actions that its staff may have to take if a failure occurs. With regard to stockbrokers, the 

RSE have their own rules for closing open positions and unsettled transactions involving a member 

firm and maintain liquid fund accounts from members to cover any failures. While the likelihood of a 

firm failure may not be strong, and the impact of a failure likely would be reduced by the strong 

separation of identified customer accounts, a strong systemic risk program must accept the possibility 

of unforeseen events and unanticipated consequences. While no regulator can prepare fully for the 

unforeseen, it is possible to prepare in some ways. These might include creation and designation of a 

“swat team” that would be charged with “first response” duties. The team could be required to be fully 

familiar with RSE contingency plans, the availability and process for issuing interim impoundment 

orders to preserve money, and the development of ongoing links to similar teams at RBI, IRDA and 

other relevant agencies. To respond to inevitable public fears, draft public announcements could be 

prepared in advance to explain SEBI authority and the actions that have been taken or will be taken. 

While the probability that this event might occur may be low, the magnitude of even a low probability 

event may justify the effort.  
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L. Principles 33 – 36: Market Oversight 

 

Factual Update  
 
175. Following the merger with FMC, SEBI has successfully assumed responsibility for 

licensing, regulation and oversight of the all the commodity exchanges and is continuing with a 

multi-year process to fully harmonize its regulatory programs for all markets.  There are three 

active national commodities derivatives exchanges. A fourth exchange is in the process of resuming 

operations. One national exchange, MCX, has approximately 80% market share, overwhelmingly in 

non-agricultural products. Initially SEBI adopted all existing FMC regulations for a one-year 

transitional period. As a near-term strategy SEBI is updating these regulations, and when appropriate, 

harmonizing them with existing SEBI regulations covering the equity derivatives market. Its long-term 

strategy is to obtain amendments to the various regulations and guidelines governing Exchanges and 

related laws enabling it to consolidate commodity derivatives with rest of the securities markets (e.g. 

equity derivatives, equity cash, currency derivatives, etc.), as well as the licensed intermediaries trading 

on these markets.  

 

176. India has several smaller regional agricultural commodities spot markets, providing 

platform for regional farmers to sell their produce through commission agents tied to respective 

spot markets. These primary markets are regulated by the Agricultural Produce Market Committee 

(APMC) established and regulated by Provincial Governments. SEBI has no jurisdiction over these 

markets. These markets are not able to provide real time traded price information linked to the quality 

grade of the respective commodities. The lack of reliable spot price information prevents commodity 

derivatives exchanges from offering cash settlement contracts and must rely on physical delivery 

settlement. This excessive reliance on physical delivery impedes the development and growth of 

commodity derivatives markets.  

 

177. SEBI is close to finalizing its multi-year effort to derecognize the 21 regional stock 

exchanges in India. SEBI began this initiative in 2008. These exchanges had maintained registration 

status even though trading had effectively ceased years before. In 2012 SEBI notified the exchanges 

that they must cease operations and an exit option was provided for voluntary surrender of recognition 

if they could not achieve an annual turnover value of 1000 core Rupees.   SEBI appointed valuation 

experts for each of the exchanges that had applied for exit or where compulsory exit was initiated. 

Exchanges were also ordered to transfer to SEBI all outstanding dues collected and all outstanding 

unpaid annual turnover fees, with interest. SEBIs actions withstood legal challenges brought by the 

exchanges and their members. All but three of the exchanges have completed the exit process.  

 

178. In conjunction with this effort in 2010, SEBI notified the approximately 3000 companies 

listed on these exchanges to begin the process of transferring their listings to a Dissemination 

Board created by NSE and BSE for this purpose. As with the regional exchanges, the large majority 

of these companies were either defunct and not trading or operating but rarely traded. Approximately 

300 companies have listed on the Dissemination Board and are in compliance with disclosure 

requirements. The remaining companies are required to complete a delisting process that entails a 

company valuation and company promoters are required to offer to purchase outstanding shares from 

the remaining shareholders. The NSE Dissemination Board does not provide a platform for actually 

buying or selling listed securities. It is a vehicle for identifying stockbrokers who may be interested in 

locating a counterparty and facilitating a trade.  Companies and promoters must submit a plan of action 

by June 20, 2017. SEBI is finalizing its plans for further action, which may involve taking action against 

company promoters or directors.  
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179. SEBI has expanded its onsite inspection program of the RSE. SEBI makes comprehensive 

inspections annually, and thematic inspections as appropriate. The comprehensive inspection 

conducted by SEBI staff entails 10 – 14 days onsite following off-site preparatory work. While SEBI 

looks at all aspects of operation, governance and finance, it has focused on core regulatory areas 

pertaining to issuer listing and disclosure compliance, membership and investor grievances and 

complaints, and proper use of RSE funds created for investor protection and education. A review of a 

sample inspection report and changes in RSE resource allocation demonstrate that meaningful 

outcomes have been achieved by the inspection. SEBI has also created with the RSE a periodic risk 

management stress testing methodology. For example, it has tested the impact of a large member firm 

failure on exhaustion of reserve funds to settle open or unsettled positions. 

 

180. The exchanges do not have a procedure to temporarily halt trading in an individual stock 

in response to aberrant or disorderly trading or in anticipation of major company-specific 

announcements. Both exchanges have expressed the view that this authority is not needed. They 

believe that the individual price trading bands are effective controls on stock volatility. Because 

companies are required to release important news after the close of trading, there is no need to 

temporarily suspend trading pending an announcement. SEBI has statutory authority to suspend trading 

in a single stock (section 11.4 of the SEBI Act).   

 

181. As discussed previously, the NSE and BSE operate real-time surveillance programs for 

their respective markets and SEBI has developed a robust consolidated surveillance program for 

both markets that operates on a T+1 basis. Responsibility for all real-time surveillance and 

intervention rests with the exchange. Because most stocks trade simultaneously on the BSE and NSE, 

the surveillance teams have strong communication and coordination. Intraday market-wide volatility 

and stock specific volatility is managed through dynamic moving trading bands.  

 

Comments and Recommendations   
 
182. It is recommended that SEBI examine the existing market structure and regulatory 

structure for India’s national and regional commodities markets and for the regional spot 

agricultural commodities markets. The merger of SBI and FMC appears to be an important step 

forward in regulatory structure. However, full implementation of the merger, including harmonization 

of regulatory standards may require legislation. Also, even with the consolidation, SEBI does not have 

comprehensive authority over all commodities markets. There are several regional commodities 

markets, which rely upon physical delivery of commodities to regional warehouses, which are subject 

to regulatory supervision by provincial governments. These regional markets provide spot market 

prices underlying the commodity futures markets that SEBI regulates. This is a complex regulatory 

challenge. Strengthening the underlying commodity spot markets is important for efficient function of 

the commodity derivatives markets. The Central Government has recently created the eNAM initiative 

to modernize and improve the regional markets. This may be an opportunity for SEBI to examine the 

regional physical delivery markets and the national futures markets in a comprehensive way and 

identify the best approach for the nation. It is recommended that SEBI examine the existing market 

structure and regulatory structure for India’s commodity derivatives market with that of the securities 

market. A report with recommendations on regulatory consolidation or coordination should be 

submitted to the central government. 

 

183. It is recommended that the SEBI enact a rule empowering each RSE to temporarily halt 

trading in an individual stock, when need to protect investors and promote fair and orderly 

trading. This practice is common in many countries. Short-term trading halts, lasting for periods of 
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minutes or hours, are used by exchanges when aberrant or unusual trading occurs in a stock for no 

apparent reason. The trading halts provides market surveillance staff to question traders and officials 

of the listed company to ascertain whether there is a reason for the trading that has not been disclosed 

publicly. Knowledgeable persons at SEBI and the RSEs dispute the need for this tool because Indian 

law requires all listed companies to make public disclosure after the trading session has ended. For this 

reason, they believe there is no need to ever temporarily halt trading. The reason provided is in fact the 

basis for the recommendation. While a company may plan to wait until the end of the trading day to 

make a major announcement, in other countries, the information frequently leaks out to some but not 

all. This selective disclosure provides an unfair advantage to some and frequently leads to the aberrant 

trading activity. Using a short trading halt to enable publication to the entire market is an effective 

remedy to this problem. Without disputing the conclusions of knowledgeable authorities in this matter, 

it is suggested that further thought should be given to creating a process to temporarily halt trading in 

a single stock. Many markets have such authority, and on occasion find it a useful tool. 

 

184. As discussed earlier, SEBI should consider whether it might be necessary to have the 

capacity to perform real-time consolidated surveillance, on an as needed basis to monitor and 

respond to broad market disruptions and control systemic risk. This recommendation is more fully 

discussed in the comments section of Principles 10-12, above.    
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 
185. SEBI has made significant changes to its regulatory programs that directly address many 

findings and recommendations contained in the detailed IOSCO assessment published in 2013. 

SEBI has increased its staff and expanded its regulatory programs significantly since the last FSAP 

IOSCO assessment. Amendments to the SEBI ACT have provided it with additional investigative 

powers, created a special court to hear criminal cases filed by SEBI, and clarified its authority to 

regulate any pooled investment scheme exceeding INR 100 crore (INR1,000,000,000). SEBI has used 

its larger staff to greatly expand its on-site inspection program and developed a risk-based matrix. For 

sectors, such as mutual funds, it has created an inspection program using independent chartered 

accountants. 

 

186. SEBI has developed, adopted and implemented regulatory policy in virtually every area 

of responsibility. Regulations have codified exchange listing agreements for companies. Other 

regulations have streamlined the listing process and simplified certain company securities offerings, 

including a simplified offering prospectus for retail investors, and revised requirements for issuance of 

corporate debt in both public and private placements. Comprehensive mutual fund regulations have 

expanded the information provided to investors, such as monthly disclosure of mutual fund portfolios. 

Other prudential regulations have attempted to reduce the possibility of systemic market disruptions by 

imposing concentration limits on mutual funds, and mandating monthly stress tests by Liquid Scheme 

and money market mutual funds. Investors have directly benefited from SEBI regulations concerning 

maximum mutual fund fees and expenses. 

 

187. SEBI has adopted registration, licensing and operational regulations for investment 

advisors, portfolio managers, alternative investment funds and research analysts. Each set of 

regulations and licensing requirements have been tailored to fit the business activities and business 

model of the type of professional conduct. An informal arrangement with AMFI has created a largely 

industry based licensing and regulatory model for distributors of mutual funds. 

 

188. SEBI has overseen significant changes to the structure of its securities exchanges. The two 

major national securities exchanges, the BSE and NSE have successfully demutualized. The BSE has 
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become a listed company and, it is anticipated that the NSE will become a public listing company within 

the next year. During the past five years, SEBI has almost completed the derecognition of the remaining 

regional exchanges, and the approximately 3000 companies listed on the 20 exchanges. It transferred to a 

special “Dissemination Platform” approximately 300 companies that met the new listing standards. The 

remaining companies are in the process of delisting and company promoters are required to offer to 

purchase outstanding shares from the remaining shareholders. 

 

189. India’s capital markets have grown in size and scope significantly in five years and SEBI 

has grown in a comparable fashion. However, just as one envisions India’s capital markets continuing 

to grow in size and to evolve in complexity, one must recognize that SEBI must continue to advance. 

The recommendations contained in this report, are not a reflection of regulatory shortcomings. They 

are offered as constructive suggestions on possible areas in which SEBI can continue to successfully 

meet its responsibilities to protect India’s investors and to develop India’s capital markets that provide 

funding sources for national economic development. 

 

190. SEBI should build upon the progress it has made by strengthening key core regulatory 

programs. In particular, it should focus on establishing a process for reviewing annual reports and 

other periodic filings made by public listed companies. Consistent, with its development of a risk-based 

examination and inspection program for licensed entities, it could develop a system for selective review 

of annual and periodic reports based upon a risk-based selection methodology. SEBI is also encouraged 

to develop the ability to do real-time surveillance of stock markets on an “as needed” basis when market 

volatility or global events make this necessary. In conjunction with its multi-year plan to harmonize 

regulation of national and regional commodities derivatives markets with securities markets, SEBI 

should examine the existing market structure and regulatory structure for India’s national and regional 

commodities derivatives markets and for the regional commodities spot markets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


